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of World Precipitates
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Many of the legislative committees (By Special Leased Wire to Naw Mexican)
Xew York, April 5. The anthracite
were in session today. The meeting
of the House judiciary commute was coal operators took cognizance today
especially interesting on account of of widespread reports that the mine
the hearing on the medical bill, workers are planning to press their
which was as vigorously opposed by demands for recognition of the United
some of the speakers as it was warm- Mine Workers of America, by issuing
The Senate a statement declaring "they are willly defended by others.
meets tomorrow
forenoon
at ten ing to stand absolutely upon the deo'clock: the House not until Monday cision of the anthracite strike commission with respect to this demand.''
afternoon at three o'clock.
Following is the statement in part:
Representative Llewellyn presided
over the meeting of the committee "The operators have consistently. held
on judiciary which was held in the that it was unreasonable to ask them
Hall of Representatives in the pres- to enter into a contract With a union
ence of quite a number of spectators. controlled by workers engaged in bituMembers of the Senate Committee on minous mining, a rival industry. They
Judiciary were also in attendance. were upheld in this by the strike comJudge E. A. Mann of Albuquerque, mission, which declared that the first
made an able presentation on behalf requisite for trade agreements in the
of the Christian Scientists, and sug- anthracite industry should be an orgested an amendment to the bill. Drs. ganization "governed by the anthraC. L. Parson of Roswell, and C. A. cite mine workers and free from conWheelon of this city, were present for trol or dictation by the bituminous
the Osteopaths, and Dr. S. G. Small mine workers.
"None of the reforms in organizaand a number of Albuquerque physicians appeared for the allopaths. The tion that the commission recommendbill under consideration is House Bill ed have been made and today the opNo. 17, introduced by A. S. Goodell by erators are asked to do precisely the
thing which the commission with full
request.
power, declined to direct them to do.
Corporation Amendment.
Anthracite Union Weak.
The Alvarado Bottling Works a
conclusive
reason why
"Another
Albubusiness
at
corporation doing
anthracite
the
operators should not
amendfiled
an
querque, yesterday
ment to its charter with the state recognize the United Mine Workers
of America as a party to a contract
changing
corporation commission
the name of the concern to the Coyo- is not nearly all the anthracite mine
te Springs Mineral Water Company. workers not even a majority, are
The amendment is signed by L. G. members of that union."
Preliminary to the conference of
Perry, president, and F. H. Perry, secthe anthracite operators and repreretary and treasurer.
sentatives of the mine workers union
Treasurer's Receipts.
a
at Philadelphia, next Wednesday,
The following sums of money were
of the committee of ten of
meeting
received in the office of State Treavi
will be held in this
coal
urer O. X. Marron yesterday: Thomas! the on operators
April 9. The committee of
P. Gable, game and fish warden, game! city
ten purposes to go over the situation
protection fund, $17.50; Walter P. carefully, and determine what moves
Wagner, clerk of district eourt for will be made at the next day's conferSan Juan county, clerks" fees, $115.15.
ence with the irfers. The operators
Ditch and Reservoir Co.
will not make public the results of
The Maxwell Ditch and Reservoir Tuesday's meetings,
Company of Maxwell, Colfax county, v The operators say they have ro ex
yesterday filed papers of incorporation! pectation that a settlement of the
with the state corporation commis-- present differences will be had at
sion. The articles declare that the the Philadelphia conference and that
company was organized to conduct a if a conference is to come without a
water supply business for irrigation, strike, two or three conferences are
domestic and other public uses. The likely. The anthracite men here think
office of the concern is under the that the present suspension in the
charge of J. I. Cowan, statutory agent. hard coal region will continue far inThe capital stock is given as $70,000 to the month.
divided into the same number of
shares worth $1 each at par. The
names of the incorporators and their
LUMBER TRUST
postotfice addresses are as follows:
I.
J.
A. S. Hall, Colorado
Springs:
1

--

Cowan, Maxwell; William C. Sturgis,
Colorado Springs; Edith M. Perry,
Colorado Springs; John L. Bennett,
The capital stock
Colorado Springs.
is divided equally among the incorpo-

rators.
An Important Land Decision.
In the case of J. Cristoval Gomez,
contestant, against Allen Ealum and
George W. Smith, contestees, involv-

ing homestead entry Xo. 0120S2, ;.o
of the SE
and the SE
the SW
of Section 33, Townof the SW
ship 30, Xorth of Range 6 West, and
Lot 2, in Section 4, Township 2'J
Xorth of Range 6 West, and Homestead Entry Xo. 012083, as to Lot 1,
in Section 4, Township 29, Xorth of
Range 6 West, the General Land Office on the 25th ultimo decided the
case in favor of the contestant, Gomez, affirming the opinion of the Santa Fe Federal Land Office which had
been rendered on October 14, 1911.
Benjamin M. Read represented the
contestant.
Four Senate Bills Overlooked.
In the list of bills, thus far introduced in the legislature, published
yesterday, four Senate bills were inadvertantly omitted:
Xo. 28, by Clark, fixing the time for
holding the terms of court in the
r
Tourth Judicial District. Passed
suspension of the rules.
Xo. 29, by Crampton, providing for
county high schools. To Committee
on Education.
Xo. 31, by Bowman, providing for
the printing and distribution of the
House and Senate bills. Passed unde"?
suspension of the rules.
4

4

4

4

un-ie-

Xo. 32, by Holt, providing

for

the

transfer of certain funds to a legislative fund. Passed under suspension
of the rules.
District Court.
The district court went in session
this morning with Judge E. C. Abbott on the bench. The first case
that came before the court was the
assault and battery indictment against
Casimira Tapia de Cortez who waived
trial by jury. The indictment set
forth that Mrs. Cortez assaulted, beat
bruised and wounded with her hands
Mrs. Inez Alarid. The case was dis
missed. 'Other business was the disposal of unimportant demurrers.
Federal Court.
The five days' work of the federal
grand jury came to an end today and
a full report of its actions was re
turned to Judge William H. Pope.
The jury examined twenty cases and
(Contimfed

on Page Five.)

(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican)

(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Washington, D. C, April 5. There
are 211 Americans stranded, some of
them in Vera Cruz, on the East coast
o:' Mexico, in Mazatlan, on the West
coast and iu Manzanillo in the interior
of the State of Jalisco. The Ameri- -

j

Senate.

(T3y Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
While reports today from up- -

i.

i.v

ire iu .New .viexicnn

Passaic, N. H.. April 5. A battle
between several hundred striking silk
mill operatives and forty deputy sher-- j
and policemen occurred today out- side the Forstm aim and Huffman silk;
mill at Garfield, the strikers raining
bricks and stones at the guards and
the latter using their clubs and re-Some of the deputies fired
the heads of the strikers and'
dispersed the crowd, which included a
hundred or more women. Six arrests.
were made. Among those
nursing
wounds made by clubs, are a dozen!

j

v re f n (w M..vir.-- i .
ny .liffiri I fasi
Mexico City, April
5.
No
other
event holds as much of speculative
interest in the Mexican political situ-iff- s
ation as the arrival here of Francisco
Leon de la Barra after tin absence ot
four and one-hal- f
months. All sorts
of predictions as to his future
part iu

In session 2 p. m.
per stretches of river terri- V
Adverse report on house steel
lory were on the whole en- ,
tariff revision bill submitted
the thousands of
by finance committee.
highwater refugees in towns
Senator Smoot introduced bill
along the Mississippi, neverthe- to repeal Apex mining law.
can Red Cross here today dispatched N less, say indications continue
Porto Ricans opposing House
consuls
$1,500 to the American
'n V to point to the development of
national affairs are being made,
N free sugar bill were heard by
those places to aid in their relief. N an even more serious Hood sit- r
cording to the light in which the
finance committee.
nation in the lower valley than
The Red Cross says it probably will
er views the local situation, but in
General Edwards,
now
chief of
exists.
be necessary to issue national appeal
the main there are expectations that
insular bureau, urged before N for aid.
Senor de la Barra's influence will be
Today was marked by the
Senate finance committee the
usual number of alarming ru- of benefit.
No Dispatches From Front.
removal of the StlO.Out) ton limit N
Even the members of the Progres-women- .
El Paso, Texas, April 5. Two N n'ors of serious disasters, many
that Philippine tariff law now
proving erroneous on investi- sive Nationalist party, the men w ho
bridges south of Juarez and three
permits to enter free of duty. V' near Madero, on the Mexican NortS- gation. The hack water from
Strikers who gathered outside the sent the cabled dispatch to the absent
Bill limiting labor on gov- a drainage pump at Cairo, llli- western railroad, were reported burn- plant at Garfield, and jeered the em- advising him for the
eminent work by private con- nois, led to the report that the N ployes in the mill, were ordered to country's good not to return to
ed today. The telegraph line t.o Chi- tractors to eight hours a day,
levee which protects
Cairo
ihuahua and Jimenez was cut last
whereupon Charles Rothfish-- ; co. do not contend that he rmne with
ordered favorably reported as
from the Ohio river had brok V er, one of the organizers of the indns-jthpurpose of fomenting new difficu!- The break was repaired, but
night.
V it passed the House.
en and that the city was x trial workers of the world, mounted a, ties for the administration.
Their
the wire then went down in another
House.
doomed. A prompt denial of
box and told the crowd the deputies fear is that his name will be a rally-haNo dispatches from the front
place.
Met at noon.
this report was made by the
no right to enforce their order jing cry for the powerful discontents,
Powell Roberts, Ins
were received.
Continued consideration In- United States Weather observ- and a general fight occurred.
The
(among them the church party.
American acquitted by court martiai
dian appropriation bill.
er at Cairo, who said no sen- Henry Fagan, a deputy was struck influence of this party in Mexico is
Chihuahua yesterday on a chi''ge
at
ous danger was apprehended.
Adopts rule empowering judiin the face by a brick and knocked difficult to determine.
Political party
of being a spy, returned here today.
The crest of the flood will
down. One of the strikers was found life in Mexico is, as a matter of fact,
ciary committee to employ
Required.
Passports
not be reached in the St. N unconscious with blood flowing from generally impossible to predict
every means possible in inves- for
Washington, D. C, April 5. The
stretch of the SI a cut in the head. Rothfislter
tigating
any period of time, for the plain rea"money
Chihuain
authorities
rebel
military
V trust."
son that there have never previously
Mississippi for a day or two,
among the six arrested.
hua require all persons leaving the
Committee given power
of
existed free political organizations.
and even in the event of con- to
have
a
to
according
passport,
city
court.
While popular support for one altimious fair weather the im- - N WOODROW WILSON GETS
advices to the State Department tomense volume of water now V
legiance or another, however, is as yet
TWENTY
DELEGATES.
wflll
in
aid
This
order
keeping
day.
a matter of the personal popularity
pouring into the Mississippi
close tab on those departing and prob
of the leaders, Senor de la liarra has
from its numerous tributaries
Washington, D. C, April C An
From
Wisconsin
Returns
Election
within the city limits all
been differentiated from the others
threatens
agreement to take up the House i on ably keep do not want
V
critically
high
stages
Shows That Clark Has Only
outside the
and steel tariff revision bill by week whom they
by his ability to command a continuat lower river points.
V
Four
Out
of
Twenty-Six- .
ous attitude of respect on the part,
after next was reached in the Senate rebel jurisdiction.
The crest of the present flood
uniu
Oaxici
The Juchitan Indians
wave in the Ohio is expected V, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) of Mexico at. large. Whether from a
today. Senator Penrono pres mted the
reat Louisville, Saturday night, V Milwaukee, Wis., April 5. Returns sense of fairness toward
Finance Committee's adverse ?'oport becoming more aggressive, it is
Francisco
on the bill and in response to ques- ported.
or Sunday.
Those
points
from Tuesday's election for delegates Madero when the latter was making
in Rebels' Hands.
.Parral
which are being given the
tions he and Senator S.mmons, speakcampaign mat. preceueu
to the national
indicate the f
convention
i1
.1
t
Wires were repaired between Juarez
hit;
LU '
greatest attention include the
ing for both the majintv and minoric,cl"""
Wilson
Governor
tnat
Woodrow
will!"'0."""""
at inrce
Reelfoot lake levee, several V have at least twenty, and Clark four or from an astute sense that the fu
to be-i- and Jimenez this afternoon
ty, said they would
ture held possibilities of more lasting
miles south of Hickman, Ken- the consideration of the measure o'clock, and the first message through
to be chodelegates out of twenty-sisaid that Parral fell into the rebel
in his country, Senor
at the earliest possib:e date.
tueky. A narrow strip of land
sen.
de la Barra declined the nomination
separates the Mississippi river V
Senator Simmons said the Demo- hands last night.
The message says the rebels capas an opposition candidate which the
from Reelfoot lake at this point, V GOVERNMENT TO PROSECUTE
cratic members of the. Finance ComCatholic party tried to force upon him.
and the efforts of a thousand
mission would file an adverse 7eport tured a machine gun and a moria."
AND
MEN.
EGG
BUTTER
or more laborers are being de- When, two days previous to his de
on the House steel reis.on bill, signed from the federal defenders.
voted to strengthening the V Chicago, 111., April 5 Criminal pros- parture trom Pans on his return to
by all the Republican members of the
ecuuon
Dy teueral government against Mexico, the members of the Progres-tb- e
levee that protects several
Finance Committee except Senator CHINA'S PROVISIONAL MINChicago Butter and Egg Board and sive Constitutional party, all known
counties in northwest Tennes- ISTER OF WAR RESIGNS.
LaFollette, was submitted tj fhe
the Elgin Board of Trade was reported
see.
jj,s intimates of the Madero adminis-todaSenate today. The bill is denounced
as the aim of an investigation tration, sent the message
been
have
Flood
Re
warnings
of
Newest
warning
Condition
Financial
as
and unfortunate. It is
here through agents of the Depart- - against his return, the publication of
sent to all points along the
declared its enactment would reduce
public Is Said to Be
ment of Commerce and Labor. The! that communication aroused a protest
lower river and thousands of
Deplorable.
protection below the margin of safety
proceedings are expected to be under which was in no sense confined to
refugees are seeking tenipor- and tend to destroy one of the most
the provisions .of the Sherman law and the Catholic party. The students of
in the high lands.
homes
ary
New
to
Wire
Mexican)
Leased
Special
important industries of this country. dly
will be distinct from a civil case, the
National
the
allied
list
The
death
5.- University's
throughout
San
Francisco, Calif., April
The committee contends that hearings
now pending.
schools, an erratic but
flood area reached eighteen, a
influential
received here today from Nan
of 245 different industrial concerns of
political element, were among
the
logger losing his life in the V
eighteen states showed a widespread king contain news of the resignation
loudest in their denunciations of the
and five per- river
Kentucky
under
of
minister
war,
of
Hing,
to
Wong
the revision of the presopposition
action. Praise for the past record of
sons, a whole family
being
Wong
ent rates, and that representatives of the provisional government.
the returning
Bird's
drowned
near
Point,
rang only
Shi
Kai'
225 manufacturers of machine tools has been appointed by Yuan
re- are
loudly than denunciations of the
Missouri.
Two
farmers
jless
testified that putting machine tools as special adviser to the government.
sentiments which inspired the warn-jinnear Bird's
ported drowned
situation jn China, ac-IMAGINARY on the free list would compel the clos- The financial
President
Point. Various
cablegram.
Madero,
riisiintches
is
tr
tho
becoming
ing of their factories.
quick to sense the current of popular
from $5,000,000 to $in,- ranging
Among other reasons is cited the stringent and the Canton City governfeeling, hastened to characterize the
000,0111)
have been placed on
absence of a report from the tariff ment has prohibited the exportation
act of his party associates as
recorded
the
damage
property
" No Such Thing Exists," Say board on metals. The report says the of silver.
The Peculiar Reception That ed and to add his contribution to the
so far. Acute suffering is re- House Ways and Means Committee's
of the man who had helped
the Big Producers and
ported from many points.
Was Given Secretary of praises
make him president.
estimate, that there would be $25,000,-00- NEW WORLD'S RECORD
IN TORPEDO FIRING.
Dealers
State Knox
of increased imnortations annualHaving been on official representative of the Diaz regime, however, the
ly, would, if correct, mean that forSt. Louis, Mo., April 5. The Missis-- ,
Wire to New Mexican'
men who are most blindly attached to
eign iron and steel products were to 'P" Special Leased
sippi river at St. Louis registered
CORRESPONDENCE IS PUBLIC displace American manufacturers in
iPensacola, Fla., April 5. A new P,0.6 feet today, a rise of .2 feet in
E
OF
CADETS the results of the Madero revolution
25
.......
hold that Senor de la Barra can never
the domestic market. It added that worms recoru ., ,uBUiiu.pruu
and u ,g e ,ect-even with the increased importations was made last night in this harbor by to reach thirty-onrepresent any other element, in Mexifeet, one foot above
The Secretary of Commerce and relied on by the Ways and Means tiie United States destroyers Trappe the danger line. The Mississippi from Followed by Execution of Five can politics. Months of revolutionary
sent
turmoil since the accession of FranCommittee, ' here would be a deficit and Monagan. Every torpedo
Hannibal to Gra'ton is rising and the
Labor States Position of
Hundred Independent
from the tubes of these vessels struck
cisco Madero have produced in many
in revenues of more than $1,400,000.
the
into
which
Illinois
river
empties
Administration.
Citizens.
the bulls eye of the target.
quarters a revulsion of feeling which
Smoot Against Mining Law.
Mississippi near Grafton, is falling.
is elevating the memory of President
Washington, D. C, April 5. Under
The Missouri from Kansas City to
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the provision of a bill introduced by man Fitzgerald, after eomerence with Booneville
from (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Diaz into unmistakable favor. Such
is rising, while
Washington, April 5. Its demand Senator Smoot today, the "Apex min- the president and Red Cross, an Booneville to St. Charles it is falling
Guatemala City, Guatemala, Aprii reeling is likely to redound to benor
upon President Taft for publication ing law" would be repealed. If en- nounced Congress would appropriate A Hannibal
Guatemala has not been especial- - j116 Ia Barra's henefit and it seems likeMo., the Mississippi 5
of conclusions of Lie Department of acted, no locator would have the right no more money ror reuei ui jvusom-sipp- i stood at 17.5
thaf in the course of ordinary
feet, four feet above the ly punctilious in observing its obliga-i1- events he
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prevent
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occur,
No
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dinner.
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President's
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be
basin would
the. part of a great manufacturing in- reach the Senate until next week, and amendments were offered by the Sen- and the loss of life and proiierty have required some courage after the (By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
dustry is in the form of a petition it is believed now that before the in- ate rntnmtttpe
Vancouver, B. C, Airil 5. The
mii
the nbiect ofiwould be great Tne flood touay kingly style in which he had been liner
which sets forth that the delay in re- formation can be compiled, all dansurrounded
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of
water
by
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the
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serious attack by manufacturers and
porting the findings of the uepartment ger of friction will have passed.
more than twenty inches and contin- - who appeared to draw their breath by port to Australia was ordered to call
throughout!
contractors
to
government
The Lodge resolution, according
has tended to confirm the public in
sufferance of the host, for the Sec re- - at Fanning Island on leaving Honolu111c
ues wiuiuiu auaixm-.hill rtireets that a
the opinion that a "lumber trust" ex- a member of the Senate foreign rela- iv,.. n,,t,v Tha
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serious.
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hourly
- sailors according
ists in the manufacturing side .of the tions committee, .grew out of the government' contracts shall stipulate;
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be
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could
that
and
is
men
of
guage
:
night
day
working
parties doing work for the gov-- - army
lumber business, and nas greatly ac- knowledge that a company composed
stood that the strict adherence of by the Zealanda which arrived today
and sub- to protect all weak places. Ihe
contractors
Df ernment,
both
was
eve
on
of
the
Japanese
centuated the attacks upon that indus- largely
conven- from Australia.
Information of the
must operate on an eight co railroad, which forms the levee Guatemala to the Washington
purchasing four million acres of land,
try.
from any hope wreck is vague, but the vessel is bewas
' protection
stands
tions
of
front
this
in
inseparable
city,
basis.
held by a mine hour
"We, representing many citizens the title of which is
only a foot above the torrent, and of future prosperity, advancement and lieved to have been a British sailing
Money Trust.
of the United States, who are entitled corporation, known as the Charter of
provide ship which encountered the hurricane
men are at work placing
""ndbRgs peace," '"'
California.
D.
Lower
April
C,
Washington,
to justice at the hands of the governher men
five repub and became waterlogged,
that
"
disputes
"
'
never
of
the
The Japanese government
0us investigation
to the boats.
.
ment, and to that justice which is
the
V,aa hpon nlfiePft
nil rilltV
taking
,,or,
-- - - - nn- the lics shall be subtniu .
peace
r
connection
have
has appeared to
"monev trust" and its ramincauons.f
any
no governdoubly admirable if prompt," says the
with the negotiation but, because the was forecasted today when the House: companies from Popular Bluff, Mo,- tribunal at Cartago; that
memorial, "petition you to have made
the and jonesDoro, Am., nave Deen oruei- ment shall invade the territory of an- opment and permanent advancement
is
land
resolution
suspicion
worthless,
empowering
practically
adopted
public at the earliest possible moment
Caruthersv.lle other or permit within their own of the Remiblic denend on its stable
of the syn- - judiciary to employ every means in ed out, it is reported.
to
the whole conclusion of the Depart- attachedto the eagerness
the low- boundaries the outfit ting of revolution, economic conditions as well as upon
from
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of
full
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refugees
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The
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situation.
it
obtain
the
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into
it,
the going
ment of Commerce and Labor as to
of this ary expeditions against a sister re its domestic contentment and consein
front
of
lands
Tennessee
to
the
caution
of
committee
the
the part
at
resolution gives to.
the principal question put to it by the sidered a least
public. The Secretary said in part:
quent repose. The unvarying friend
of a court, authorizing it to city.
transfer which might
powers
prevent
that the
Congressional resolutions,
"Guatemala in its position of close ship of the government of the United
There is no levee protection on the
in the future. A- subpoena witnesses and to compel the
people of this country may no longer
information has been received production of papers and records. Tennessee side, and houses are being proximity to the United States, where States for republican institutions in
have to depend for their opinion as to lready
that the negotiations are Phases of the subject will be investi washed away. All ava;.able steamers there is ever ready an eager market this hemisphere and its desire to see
the lumber producing industry upon indicating
off and it is believed there is no fur- gated, under authority already given, are searching the lowlands for suffer- for its products, and with its dense them conserved free from interference
insinuations, unverified charges, sus- ther ground for apprehension.
by the committee on banking and ers and several hundred have been population occupies indeed an envia- are too well known and understood to
picion or prejudice."
Senator Lodge was in conference currency, interstate and foreign com- brought in. Two hundred tents sent ble position among the Central Ameri- need words of reassurance from nte.
On receipt of the statement and pe- with the President
today regarding merce committees and representa- out by Governor Hadiey to shelter the can nations. This position will "be From the very inception of, and even
tition of the lumber men, President. the
as before the ndependence of the
and
it is said he tives in Congress.
homeless have arrived and public rendered increasingly desirable
Taft referred the complaint to Secre- is correspondence
with the administranations, the attitude of the
It was intended that the judiciary buildings of the city have been thrown time goes on and the development of
tary Nagel, who furnished the Presi- tion. When sent to the Senate, the committee should provide the ground open for the same purposes.
your country's enormous possibilities American Government, which later
dent with a reply. This reply states correspondence will be accompanied work on which these 'several investiCaruthersville is connected with js accomplished. And Mr. President, was unmistakably announced by Presthe position of the administration in by a message from the President.
gations should be pressed, in addition the outside world only by one train a I may here remark without, I am sure, ident Monroe, was well known and it
No More Aid for Flood Sufferers.
to procuring evidence for an individindulging any view not equally shared continuues undiminised to the present
Chair ual inquiry.
(Continued on page tour).
(Continued on Page Four.)
Appropriations Committee
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ing Cardona and crushing him up MILLIONS OF FOLKS
against the cart. Cardona's left leg
was broken between the knee and the
hip, and he died from the shock soon
Spring Best Time to Renew Blood,
USEjaNLY CASCARETS
Spring is nature's season for re-- . after. Cardona had been employed in
newing the life of things, and fori the quarry for about a year and lived They Never Have Headache, Biliousand
sweeping away the impurities that close by. He was unmarried
ness, Sluggish Liver or Bowels
have accumulated in the winter.
about 22 years old.
or a Sick, Sour Stomach.
You
This custom of taking a remedy for
the blood during spring months is DEATH OF MRS.
Xo odds how bad your liver, stombased on hard common sense. Vinol,
MARY ELLEN JAMES. ach or bowels; how much your head
our delicious cod liver and iron prepaches, how miserable and uncomfortaration without oil, stands far above Founder of Presbyterian
Mission able you are from constipation, indiall other spring medicines in value
School for Boys at Santa Fe
gestion, biliousness and sluggish inbecause it contains the elements
testines you always get the desired
Dies at Brooklyn.
needed to enrich and purify the blood.
results with Cascarets 'and quickly too.
J. A. Thiel of Bronx Borough, X. Y ,
Don't let your stomach, liver and
Mrs. Mary Ellen James, widow of
Goods.
says, "Feeling the need of a good Darwin R.
on Sun- bowels make you miserable another
died
James,
Sr.,
spring medicine to purify my blood day at her home, 226 Gates avenue, moment; put an end to the headache,
and build up my strength I started
nervousness,
dizziness,
Brooklyn, after an illness of more biliousness,
uing Vinol in April. It has done ma than three years. She was for years sick, sour, gassy stomach, backache
beso much good in every way that I
In Brooklyn church life, and all other distress; cleanse your inlieve it is in all respects just as val- prominent
efand
had
Santa Fe where the side organs of all the poison and
visited
uable a remedy as you claim."
fete matter which is producing the
school
for
mission
boys
We guarantee that Vinol will build Presbyterian
was named in her honor. Her son, misery.
up and strengthen all weakened, run- - Darwin
Take a Cascaret now; don't wait unis president of
R.
down persons.
til bedtime. In all the world there is
Try Vinol we will the BrooklynJames, Jr.,
Club.
Republican
Young
no remedy like this. A
give back your money if it does not She was born
box
in Curtisville, Mass.,
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
means health, happiness and a clear
satisfy you perfectly. The Capital
1834.
21,
July
REGISTER TICKETS Pharmacy, Santa Fe, X. M.
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE
head for months. Xo more days of
Mrs. James was president of the
gloom and distress if you will take a
ol
Home
Board
Women's
Presbyterian
EASTER LILLIES.
Cascaret now and then. AU druggists
Minna Irving in Leslie's.
sell Cascarets. Don't forget the chil-an
invalid.
was also
Mrs. James
WORK YOUR GARDEN WITH TOOLS YOU BUY FROM US AND
How I hail the Easter lillies,
THEY WON'T ALWAYS BE BREAKING.
president for a time of the Women's;
Where the organ music rolls,
tle cansing too.
Pianch of the City Mission
WE "RAKE" THE MARKET FOR THE BET GARDEN TOOLS
And the singing of the carols,
which she established on a firm basis.
AND HARDWARE MADE.
Tells t..e joy of risen souls;
SAN DIEGO DEPORTS
Mrs. James made a study of the MorWE "HOE OUR ROW" BY GIVING OUR CUSTOMERS
How they soothe my weary spirit
GOOD
UNION TROUBLE MAKERS.
mon question and did what she could
HARDWARE FOR THEIR GOOD MONEY.
With a message from the skies.
to prevent the admission of Utah to
Where the TnorniT is eternal,
statehood, having no confidence in Exposition City Will Have None of
And
never
the
dies.
spring-timMilitant Industrial Workers
Wood-Davi- s
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
the promises of the hierarchy that
Co.
of World.
cease.
in
led
would
She
polygamy
Oh!
the wondrous Easter lillies,
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14.
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
the women's uprising which resulted
Phone 14
Flowers of beauty tall and fair,
By Special Leased Wire ro New Mexican)
in the unseating of Congressman
Ivory censers overflowing
San Diego, Calif., April 5. Eight
Brigham H. Roberts, and in that
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
With a perfume rich and rare.
Senator Smoot, which was un- members of the Industrial Workers
against
in
revel
;ne
the glory
Let
of the World have been deported from
successful.
Of their chalices of snow,
in the San Diego by the police and posses
Mr.
resided
and
Mrs.
James
For we breathe the air of Heaven
of constables since yesterday mornWilliamsburg section until 1SS3, when
When the Easter lilies blow.
to statements made by
Mr.
was
to
elected
James
Congress ing, according
Phone Black
Phone Black f
and served for four years. They then the police today. Some of the men
1
1
45
45
returned to Brooklyn, taking up their. were l'.laced on a big automobile truck
r ,: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
"epanmeni uis
residence in the house where Mrs. ue,u"B'us lo lue
AROUND THE STATE
to
the city limits,
Besides Darwin rJ morning, and taken
James died.
Maiden
o
gards t0James, Jr., six daughters survive her.where tne first camP
1
of
All
The funeral cervices at. her late turn back the invaders has been esCases of Meningitis.
tablished
8 The Seven
home
took
afternoon
Tuesday
place
seventh case of cerebro spinal
Ball
Ale
at
o'clock and were conducted by
meningitis was reported to the El
of the ANOTHER VICTIM OF
the
Allan
Rev.
D.
Carlile
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leav e orders at
Paso health department.
PACIFIC COAST TONG WAR.
Throoi: avenue church.
The interKAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.
Willment was in the cemetery at
Held on Theft

The Little Store

SENSIBLE

CUSTOM

i

of the Superior

Again Reminds

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire "

Always the Leader

IN

I

C

j

i

f

AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Hardware

e

Why Import Mineral Water ?

tCU UPnCU
ICKl

J

R. J. CRICHTON

i

GOAll

Dawson,

Yankee,
Oakdale.

'

333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
All Parts of The World
MflflPV and ,nconven,nce by Purchasing: Wells
IHUllCj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Payable

atlFSiffl

S., Canada, Mexico

U.

Throuihflut

iamsburg, Mass. The Rev. Edward
A. Collier, pastor emeritus of the
(X.
Y.)
Kinderhook,
Presbyterian
church, a relative of the family, officiated at the burial.

on Rio Grande.
. New Bridge
Commissioners
McXary,
County
Findlay and Barneastle of Dona Ana
county, went to view a cite for a
bridge across the Rio Grande. The
bridge will be built immediately.

Poor Excuse Better Than None.
That many- men visit the saloons because their wives serve them wateVy1
potatoes and other improperly cooked
food at home, was the opinion expressed by Mrs. Caroline Downing at a
meeting of the Central School circle
of the Mothers' Congress at Denver.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

is being planned for, to be built by
the First National bank at Las Cruces. El Paso architects are drawing
the plans and work will be begun this
summer. The hotel will occupy the
ground in the rear of the First National bank, facing on Water street
and on the street north of the bank.
Tied Bricks to His Feet.
Thomas C. Bradford a real estate
man well known in Denver business
circles, and who was tor years
for the Stratton Cripple
Creek mines, hanged himself from a
beam in a workshop in the rear of
his home at Denver. Mrs. Bradford,
his wife, found the body. The legs,
weighted down with bricks, dangled in
a hole which the man had dug in the
dirt floor of the workshop.
super-int-nde-

j

J.

Jt

D. BARNES,

Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN

LIVERY CO.,

FIRST CLASS
Also

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

First-Clas- s

Phone Main

CARRIAGE,

RIGS.

LIVERY

J.

139

R. GREAT H,

310

San Fracisco

St

SANTA FE, N. M.

AUTOMOBILE,
-- AND

SIGN

Society Stationery The New Mexr
ran Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Orders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.

PAINTING

The
Commencement
Programs
New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples of embossed
n?rSUve,ing,
ACn()N and engraved commencement program
Euh'ng on Glass GUAR ANTEED covers. The line is beautifully gotten
up with the latest patterns and deand Brass
Samples will be mailed upon
PAUL
LACASSAUNE, signs.
request to any one interested. Make
305 San Francisco Street.
your selections early.

P.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., April 5. The
Pacific coast tong war, which has resulted in a half dozen deaths since
the opening of hostilities February 2,
between the Hop Since and Sin Suey
RECORD EXPORT OF
Yong Tongs, broke out here again toCOTTON GOOD THIS YEAR. day In the shooting of Tue Quong
Sing, a member of the Hop Sing Tong.
Increase is Due to Higher Prices and He was shot three times, but it 's
Feeble Foreign Competithought he will recover. His assailtion.
ants believed to be Sin Yuey Ting
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) tor.g men, escaped.
Washington, D. C, April 5 Exports
of cotton
from the
manufactures
HAIR HEALTH
United States in February this year,
were fifty per cent larger than in
February, 1911, the total value being f You Have Scao Qp Ha!r Trouble
practically $5,000,000 against $3,250,- Accept This Offer.
000 for February a year ago. During
hen we Promise your money back
tho Bh mnntha
with Fehrn-- I
for the mere asking if RKall "93
ary, the total was $32,020,941, against
Tonic does not d as w ?laIm
-'
the
for
$26,000,000
corresponding per- Hair
yu certainly have no reason
iod in anv previous year except 1906. il
when $36,972,549 worth was exported. for evn hesitating to cr.' it. We do
ask you to obligate yourself in
This is taken to indicate that ex-anv
wayfor
cotton
of
the
manufactures
ports
full fiscal year, ending ninety days
We eouH not afford to so strongly
hence, will be greater than for any endorse Rexall "93" Hair Tonic aiI
year in the history of the country ex- continue to sell it as we do, if it did
cept 1905 and 1906, when exceptional- not do all we claim. Should our enly high records were made as a re thusiasm carry' us away, and Rexall
sult of abnormal demand for Man - "93" Hair Tonic not give entire satis
churia.
faction to the users, they would lose
Higher prices are largely responsi- faith in us and our statements, end ia
ble for the increase this year. The consequence
our business prestige
4Atn1 n,nnHrr
ninth jvvnvtnA .lilf ' would suffer.
ing the past eight months was:
Therefore, when we assure you that
yards valued at $20,250,000,
j

New Hotel for Las Cruces.
A new hotel to cost about $35,000

TO

SjlVf
datC

Charge.
Manuel Morales is held by the El
Paso police on a charge of theft. Two
saws and two belts were taken from
Heid Bros', wood and coal yard.

'

General Express Forwarders
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"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A Desk Unit with tew or

manyookJJnihdeMred,

WiCU, write of phone

CO.
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"J1

I
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dandruff, stimulate hair
growth and prevent premature ba?8ness, you may rest assured we know
what we are talking about.
We honestly believe that RexaH
"93" Hair Tonic will do more than any
other human agency toward restor
ing hair growth and hair health. It is
not greasy and will not gum- the scalp
or hair or cause permanent stain. It
is as pleasant to use as pure cold water. It comes ;n two sizes, prices 50
cents and $1.00. Remember, you call
obtain it only at our store The Rexall
Store. The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San
Francisco St.

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

FRANK M. JONES,

WATER CO.

cnSlBa2n6kBldg-

-

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,
Or. Phone No. Red

f

s.

76

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REiHEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE LIST.
inches kig
15c
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp
, . 19c
One-liand not over 3
inches long.. 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
15c
One-li3
over
5
not
....
over
and
25c
inches
stamp,
long
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-liltk
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
Inch in size, we charge for one Kae for each
over
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

1-

-2

1- -2

ne

1- -2

1- -2

ne

ne

one-ha-

one-ha-

EXPRESS LINE.

Phone Black 50166

Dis-ett-

Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.

DATES, ETC.
men
Me
any town and date, for
and
Dater
inch
in
50c
month, day
year
Ledger
inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch .... 25c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
Wood Cut
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp
1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.50
Local Dater

1- -2

1-

-3

1- -4

1- -8

JULIUS

HER

ad

1

2
4

Will clean, press, repair
or alter Ladies' and

j

Gents' 'Garments at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

3--

15
35

4,

x4

1- -4

cts;
cts;

2 x 3 3- 4, 25

cts ;

2

3

cts;

4

60

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in same of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

Washington

Avenue.

n

Phone Black 223.

'

i

Goods Called for and Delivered.

x7

1- -2,

25

1--

75

2,

cts;
cts;

cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

x 9, 85

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
SANTA

Ft.

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

101

STAMP PADS.

SELF-INKIN- G

The Tailor

n

Foster-Milbur-

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

eradicate

d

,

NEW MLXIOAN MINTING
Local Agents for

nt
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uie luiai was aii,uuu,uuu
yards valued at $31,000,000.
Gain in exports of cotton cloths was
particularly marked in the case of
China. That country took 13,000,000
yards of American cotton in last FebShot Big Mountain Lion.
ruary as compared with four million,
Fred Murray, mounted policeman, yards in February a year ago. Exkilled a large mountain lion at the ports to the Philippines also more
camp of the Santa Barbara Tie end than doubled.
Pole Company in Taos county. The
lion was eight feet three Inches in to- DAISY C. SCHUMANN-EDWA- RD
tal length and weighed 160 pounds.
W. THOMAS.
The beast came into one of the camps
of the Santa Barbara Company and Wedding at Paguate, Valencia County,
pulled down and carried off a horse beby Rev. C. R. Brodhead of
longing to the outfit. Murray unlim-berethe Mission.
his trusty rifle, got on the trail,
Married at Paguate, Valencia counfollowed up the lion and finally shot ty, March 21, by Re.-- C. R. Brodhead,
him.
pastor .oi the Presbyterian Mission,
Daisy C. Schumann and Edward W.
Las Cruces Town Ticket.
Thomas. The bride, who is wellknown
In Las Cruces the Republicans elect- in Santa F'e, is the ward of Miss
e
ed their ticket, except one candidate
and for eight years has been a
for trustee, E. Van Patten, who was most efficient assistant in the work of
defeated by W. A. Jacoby. The fol- the school, where Mr. Thomas also
lowing were elected with the follow- has employment. They will reside at
ing vote: J. M. Mitchell, 371; Theo. the school at Paguate for the present,
Rouault, Jr., 402; W. A. Jacoby, 354;
Juan Navarres, 364; Estevan Lucero,
COMFORTING WORDS.
362; Thomas Tate, treasurer, 394. The
defeated candidates were: J. H. Pax-to- Many a Santa Fe Household Will
342; W. R. Bradford, 310; David
Find Them So.
Herrera, 249; E. Chaves, 283; R. L.
Faulkner, 29S; E. Van Patten, 342.
To riave the pains and aches of a
The defeated Democrats
had com- bad iack removed; to be entirely free
bined with the Prohibitionists.
from
nncying, dangerous
urinary
disorders is enough to make any kidHeld for Robbery.
ney Batterer grateful. To tell how!
Antonio Porras and Elario Garcia this treat change can be brought
are held at El Paso pending an
about will prove comforting words to
of the robbery of Rosario
hundreds of Santa Fe readers.
which occurred at the corner of
Pusnuale Yanni, College St., Santa
Ochoa and Seventh streets. The com- Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902 I gave
plainant says that the men held him a p'lblic testimonial
in praise of
up threatening him with a razor and Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect that
took from him $6, of which $1 was a the?' had cured me of a pain in my(
bill and the rest in silver. Garcia had bacR, caused by disordered kidneys
a $1 bill and two silver dollars on his My work obliges me to sit down a
person when arrested. After the hold- good deal and this weakened my kidat
While
up Arillas went home and saddled h's neys, causing backache.
horse and rode down to Broadway, work I suffered more intensely than
where he located the men in a res- at any other time and I was very
taurant and caused their arrest.
s.nxlous to find a remedy that would
relieve me. Learning of Doan's KidKilled By a Rock.
ney Pills, I procured a box and to my
Pedro Cardona, a laborer at the delight, they soon fixed me up in good
I have since had no need of
quarries of the Mount Franklin mine shape.
and Stone Works Company near El k.dney medicine."
for sale by all dealers. Price 50
Paso, was killed. Cardona and SalCo., Buffalo,
vador Garcia were loading rock on 3 rents.
ew York, sole agents for the United
cart, when a large boulder, weighing
about 1,000 pounds, became dislodged States.
Remember the name Doan's and
in the wall of the quarry, about 30
feet above them, and slid down, strik- - take no other.
inv?-tigatio-

H

Buttee Mineral Water
Kinds
Soda,
Special High
Ginger

Celebrated

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leave Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Siotc.
the north bound train and arrive at
cents.
25
Meals
Regular
Tao at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours. Ten mile shorter than any other
Hack and good
way. Good cover
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
a
disa.
French Noodle Order 10c
furnlehed commercal meA to take In
Mew York Chop Suey BOo. the
surrounding towns. Wire Knbwdo

Station.
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Legislators The Peevish Child
Needs a Laxative
Listen !
not let this
opportunity for
Do

true economy
pass you by.

It is natural for a child to laugh and
play and when it sulks drowsily or
cries you may depend on it something
physical is the matter. If you see no
evidences of a serious ailment you will
not be wrong if you quietly give it a
dose of mild laxative that evening on
putting it to bed.
The remedy most generally recoms
mended for this purpose is Dr.
Syrup Pepsin, which mothers
throughout the country have been giving their children for a quarterrof a
century. Today thousands of families
are using it where hundreds used it
then, and there must be good reason
for this word of mouth recommendation.
It is admittedly the perfect laxative
for children, women, old people and
all others who need a gentle bowel
stimulant and not a violent salt, cathartic pill or doctored water. Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin will act gent
Cam-well'-

BEFORE have
so abso-

NEVER been

lutely determined to gain
our patronage, and never
before have used so much
painstaking thought in
the selection from large
lines of SPRING AND
SUMMER SUITINGS.

ly, and when taken before
retiring
will bring complete satisfaction in the
After
a
use
of this
short
morning.
remedy all forms of outside aid can be
dispensed with and nature will again
act alone.
All classes of good American people
keep it in the home for ills of the
stomach, liver and bowels, and among
the thousands who have written the
doctor that they will never be without
it are Mrs. G. A. Bates, 246 E. Cth
St., Salt Lake City, Vtah, and Mrs. T.
E. Hickman, Temnalh, Colo.
A dose
of it has saved many a person from a
serious illness.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the"
regular way of a druggist at fifty cents
or one dollar a large bottle (family
size) can have a sample bottle sent to
the home free of charge by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405 Washington St., Monticello, 111. Your name
and address on a postal card will do.

QUESTION OF EMERGENCY
creating February 14, admission day,
NOT FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW. a legal holiday and included in the
measure Labor day and Columbus
Saloon Element
Reported to Have day.
The bill compelling all miners
Spent $3,000 Corruption Fund
;n
in Arizona Legislature.
Arizona to be able to speak Englisn
Phoenix, Ariz., April 5. A sensa- and be citizens, which is now in the
tion, was created today when Repre- senate, was the cause of a flood of
sentative Kelton introduced a reso- letters and telegrams opposing and
lution to call F. H. Blighton before approving the proposed
legislation.
the house and ask for information re- County clerks said there has been an
an
alleged corruption fund unusual rush in the filing of naturaligarding
said to have been raised to secure zation papers since the subject was
the passage of the Worsley liquor bill. taken up in the legislature.
There is gossip on the streets to the
Keffect that $3,000 had been raised for
that purpose. Blighton disclaims personal knowledge of it and says his
conversations were based on what he
had heard. He formerly was editor
Grant County.
of "The Voice of the People," a So.1. E. Pierson
cialist paper in Tucson, which was
has the cyanide plant
sold recently.
The committee ap- with which he will treat the dump of
pointees are composed of Represen- tailings at the site of the old Hearst
tatives Kelton, Jones, Saxon, Brooks mill, a couple of miles out of Pinos
and Kerr. Blighton has not yet been Altos, now in operation.
The Chloride Flat Mining Company
formally apprised of the house's action.
continues to ship high grade silver
The House concurred in the action ore to the El Paso smelter, and the
of the senate on the. Worsley liquor work of mining the rich ore moves
license bill, which was passed over along satisfactorily. Out at Lone
the governor's veto. The vote of the Mountain, an old and famous silver
senate was 17 to 2, and the house 2S mining district, Mr. Elliott, an experto 7. An opinion by Attorney General ienced prospector, has struck some
Bullard says the question of the emerg- very high grade silver bearing roc
ency is not a subject of judicial re- in what, he thinks, was an ancient
view and that the legislature is the Spanish workings.
He found several
old mining tools such as were used
sole judge.
The substitute recall measure pro- by the early Spaniards and Indians.
Dona Ana County.
viding the Swiss method has been
A new mining company, called the
killed. The Lynch recall bill will be
reported from the senate committee, Turgite Mining Company has been
suit perhaps today.
formed recently. The offices of the
"Why
buy a
company are in Las Cruces and the
the
The
has
asked
legisgovernor
made in New York sweat shops six
lature to arrange for exhibits at the incorporation of the company is for
months before the latest style plates San Francisco and San Diego exposi- $250,000 divided into two thousand
five hundred shares at the par value
tions.
of $100. The incorporators named
are published, when you can get a
Senate Passes Recall Measure.
The recall amendment to the con- are E. C. Wade, Sr., E. C. Wade, Jr.,
suit made to your special order and stitution was taken up in the senate of Las Cruces, and Ph. E. Carrera, W.
today as reported by the committee on C. Morgan and J. E. Piper, all of
shape in our store right here. Bring constitutional amendments and pass- El Paso, Texas.
us a sample of any $35.00 or $40.00 ed. It was substantially the same as
Rain and Warmer Weather The
first reported, with the exception that
the special election features was elim- weather bureau predicts this for
suit and we will duplicate it
inated. It will be voted on next No- northern New Mexico. Yesterday, the
vember.
The bill was sent to the maximum temperature in the shade
reached sixty degrees while the minhouse for final consideration.
deFOR
imum last night wes thirty-eigh- t
Divorce Bill Killed.
The bill intended to make Arizona grees. The relative humidity was
a rival of Nevada in the divorce busi- down to thirty-twper cent.
ness was killed in the house. It proAsk what kind of tailors we are of vided for
Sent to Insane Asylum E. T.
only six months' residence
was yesterday
of Albuquerque
those who have already patronized before filing papers and had passed
committed to tne state asylum for the
the senate.
The house also passed a resolution insane at Las Vegas.
us, and then be sure you will get

V?7

Hp
"hand-me-down-

"

$25.00

o

Gil-ett- e

something nobby for your money.

i
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way Commission.
All of which

!

is respectfully submitted for your consideration and action.
iii:nMl on behalf of the committee
on resolutions.
FRANCIS K. LESTER,

ROADS

REUS

FIRST NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

President.
R.

BANK

('. HOFFMAN.

Secretary.
Address by Colonel Sellers..
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
Mayor Elect Sellers of Albuquerque
made
the
address:
following
IN NEW MEXICO.
Recommended
"Col. I). C. Collier of California addressing the New Mexico Senate and
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
SYSTEMATIC
IMPROVEMENTS House on .March 20th, last, made the
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
statement that tourist, travel ws the
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
key note to our development, and that
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
Western Scenic Highway Out this stttte has more than any other to
attract visitors, who will see and then
t
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
Mayor-Eleclined by
invest in the resources of the country.
liberal terms as are given by any
D. K. B. Sellers.
From his great experience he h'.is discovered that those communities that
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on conReport of Committee on Resolutions. had advertised and opened up to toursignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
ist. travel their sights both natural and
Santa Fe, N. M., April 4. 1912.
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
To the President, Secretary and Mem- historical were the ones who had ad-- i
to them as liberal treatment in all di'ections as is consistbers of the New Mexico Good Roads vanced far in excess of those with
even greater resources, but that had
ent with sound banking.
Association:
We, your committee on resolutions, not done so.
OFFICERS.
"The road I am here to advocate is
beg leave to present the following
one that embraces all the Pueblo Inreport :
R. J. PAL EN, President.
J. B. RF:AD. Cashier.
We recommend the adoption by your dian Villages and nearly all the scenic
L. A. HUGHES,
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
convention of the folloiving resolu- and historic wonders of the southwest.
Indeed
course
takes
it
its
tions:
through every one of those mentioned
"tate Roads.
ON
First That this convention of the 'by Charles F. Luinmis is his book
Some Strange Corners of Our CounNew Mexico Good Roads Association,
used by
try," which is the
attended by delegates from every all
tourists through this section. It
of
the State,
county and from a'l parts
also follows the old trail traveled by
The rod
fflvor of better county
comes trom the east to Albuquerque
and a more efficient administration 0i
the entire by way of the old Santa Fe Trail,
road affairs throughout
thence passes through the Indian Pue
State, the same to be actuated by a blos
of Isleta, Laguna, and Acoma to
policy that will result in the greatest
on to Grants, San Rafael,
benefit from our goods roads to all ci- MeOurty,
to
thence
Agua Fria which nestles at
tizens of our State.
the foot of the Zuni Mo intain amidst
State Highways Commission,
the pines, with its volcanoes, caves,
Second We recommend the
la- nnil nrffa n iza ion of 'a Slate and marvelous river of stone (the
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
w1' lw
'
"
sum""i""""
In
tie
Highways Commission
kock on whose bold
lsn
ciently supported by state appropria- face inscription
the discoverers of our country
tion so as to efficiently carry on all
carved their names and 'missions with
administrative, constructive and main- the swords
they used to conquer Amecomsuch
tenance work for our state;
From
Rock, one
rica.
Inscription
Govmission to be appointed by the
then runs on to the Zuni Indian Pueernor and to consist of live members,
of Piscado, Zuni and Ojo Caliente
no two of whom shall be from the blos,
with
its hot spring, thence to St.
GENERAL AQENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
shall
same judicial district, and who
and from there over the fine
Johns,
serve for a term of four years without
road to the Petrified Forest,
remuneration other than actual ex- graded
thence to Holbrook and Grand Canyon.
be
shall
it
that
penses; furthermore,
"This route is the one recommendthe duties of this commission to assist
offed by Mr. Thos. W. Wilby who was
H: an advisory capacity the road
office
icials of the various counties in our sent last fall by the government
or
as
agent
their
special
authorized
roads,
public
law
state, and shall be by
out. a circular auto route
AND
and directed to furnish expert engi- to map
across
the continent. In a letter I respecifications
approve
advice,
neering
1!H2
eon-thceived from him, dated March 21,
and estimates for county road
he says: "I am extremely interested
struction contracts, recommend
are now at
Now Under the Same Managemen
best road building equipment ana me in the road your people
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
to Zuni, Inscripan
work
in
leading
upon,
otherwise
and
thods
I
autho-tion Rock, etc., since on my tour,
advisory caicity with county
became in a sense, father to such a The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
rities in road matters.
road. I hove at once taken steps to
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Road Tax.
amount of publi- Thirri We recommend that the secure the greatest
Automobile Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
nresent. road tax be reduced to Two city for this route. Hie
de- - Line Book, everywhere
recognized as
Dollars ($2.00) or two davs work,
linqiients to be fined in the sum of the authority on automobile touring
an me
furthermore, mat an in this county, is publishing
five dollars:
on my tour. I arsecured
information
called
upon
if
voters must be required
for your
to produce a tax receipt showing the ranged at once, yesterday,
before mop and information to appear with
payments of road tax last due
will make your new
being permitted to cast a vote at any the rest. This
all motorists of the
to
known
road
election.
will be of benefit
I
and
trust,
Bond
Issue.
country,
State
to seFourth. We recommend the enact- to you all round. I expect also
authorizing a cure further immediate publicity for
ment of legislation
liberal issue of state bonds for the the road through the publicity depart
the ment of the Touring Club of America
construction of state highways,
Camino Real to be the first work to which publishes widely, reports otofVOad improvements all over the connbe completed from the proceeds
such funds.
try.
i ASTER
County Unit.
"My great object is to open the way
the
plan for automobilists to visit the scenic
Fifth. We recommend that
into three and historic spots of Mie west, and
of dividing each county
road districts be abandoned in favor I am emphasizing the fact that the
of a plan which makes each county scenic anu historic features must, play
up---g- et
one separate road district.
the important part in the selection of
National Forests.
new
a transcontinental
highway. I have
Sixth. We recommend that the ex- sent Senator W. H. Clark of HolbrooK
ecutive officers of this convention be a copy of a letter from me to be read
with our
instructed to communicate
at the National Old Trails Convention
senators and representatives in Con- in Kansas City in April."
gress requesting that at the very
"Mr. A. L. Westgard special field reearliest opportunity they endeavor to
Autoof the American
for the con- presentative
secure appropriations
a gentleman who
Association,
mobile
in
outof
a
of
of
struction
highways
system
transcontinental mothe several national forests in this has made many
of
tor trips, wrote me under date
State.
March 14, 1912, as follows: "We are
Rio Grande.
of March 8,
Seventh. We recommend that the in receipt of your letter
route con- of
sketch
the
a
enclosing
convention
of
this
executive officers
a..u
o,.
ouuiuu
uranis
with necting
be instructed to communicate
w.
senators and representatives in Con-- via the Zuni Country. WeI are very
have
this sketch.
to
ve-get
glad
the
at
that
gress requesting
Whether it is Swagger
the ground twice,
opportunity they take steps sonally covered
via
and
Springerville
McCarty
Short
Vamp, Ties, Oxfords,
to a national appropriation for.tween
Lake.
the improvement of the Rio Grande Nations Ranch and the Salt
Pumps, Colonials, or Slippers
irom Mccarty iu
This connection
in this state.
that please smart dressers or
not
entirel;
National Aid.
Springerville is, however,
rougn
the conservative man or wovery
route
is
The
the
that
recommend
satisfactory.
Eighth. We
scentcally interesting, i
man. Styles that never wane
legislative committee of this con- and while
vention be requested to draft memor- doubt if ' has the same amount of in
ials and endeavor to secure their pas- terest as the route suggested by you.
notes besage by our legislature the same to I have also prepared road
and
and
repSpringerville
our
tween
senators
be addressed to
Albuquerque
resentatives in Congress, asking that via Socorro, Magdalena. and Rito
and whilst this route passes
they do all in their power to secure
national aid in the construction of ii.vnnch a more nrosnerois country, it
inter-stathighways in New Mexico. hs my opinion that it is not as interestf..m
num
Bond
Issues.
County
ing as tne two routes meuuuutu
Ninth. We recommend the enact- McCarty or Grants. I shall mark
as may be your route on all transcontinental
ment of such legislation
necessary which will authorize the routes, winch we now have in prepa
counties of our state to issue bonds ration, and I hope sometime in the
of roads and near future to make a trip over the
for the construction
bridges, and for the maintenance of route from Grants to St. Johns via
the same.
Raman and Zuni."
Effectiveness.
You will see that the authorities on
Tenth. We recommend the enactof transcontinental roans
as will in- the subject
ment of such legislation
all greatly in favor of this route
are
adcrease the effectiveness of the
ministration of county road affairs,
Contiued on Page Six.
and correct existing abuses in such

State and County Bond Issues and Auto Tax Are

money-transmitti-
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hand-boo-
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Think About It!

Then Act!

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

THE PALACE

THE MONTEZUMA

e

IELS

1

Proprietor

EASTER
FOOTWEAR
E

is the
time most men

and wo men
their
pink
Spring Things to
wear.

SHOES

MOW

are a part
the
not
fit and
the least
we are
and
important,
ready to supply the
choicest and best.

1

One hundred cents tor

your dollar

The price

you pay for Peerless

Prepared Roofing is based on vyhat it costs
to manufacture. The figure we ask is the lowest
price that can be made, for actual cost of material
and manufacture come so close that you'd be
surprised to see how narrow our profit margin is.
But we are satisfied

satisfied to give you one hundred cents'
satisfied to
every dollar you spend

worth of roofing value for
sell you
LADIES, do not forget

that

e will have our COMPLETE STOCK
)F SPRING AND SUMMER MATERIALS on display.

spect them.

Jifferent

Come in and

Here you

in-

et something

from the ordinary.

CAPITAL
TAILORS
East Side of Plaza,
VeU Door to

rst

National Bank Bid;.

because

we know that quality will bring you back

for

more.

Peerless represents the absolute

pinnacle of perfection in the manufacture
of
of prepared roofing.

All that years

experience,

a modern manufacturing plant, skilled workmen, and the best
material possible, can produce is offered under this brand. No
man could ask more. You need not be satisfied with less.

Are you willing to spend a little time

for the sake of finally and positively ending your
roof troubles and expense? Then come in and
talk it over.

A.
SANTA FE,

WINDSOR,
NEW MEXICO.

WE HAVE THEM ALL

Que-mad-

....

e

administration.
Association.
County Commissioners'
that
Eleventh. We recommend
the legislature pass a law establishing a County Commissioners' Association, to cooperate with the State Highways Commission, the annual meeting of the said association to be held
under the direction 'of the Commission, attendance to be compulsory.
Affiliation.
Twelfth. We recommend that the
New Mexico Good Roads Association
affiliate and cooperate with similar
organizations in surrounding states.
State Tax on Autos.
Thirteenth. We recommend legislation requiring a state tax on all
automobiles, which shall be in lieu of
city and county licenses, the pro-- j
thereof to go to the State High- -

1

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Hollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.

YOU WILL

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last. 15 years, and be
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces ot the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!-ceed-

s

pation.

FIND SHOES HERE DEPEND- -

ABLE IN QUALITY, PERFECT IN FIT, WITH
MORE VALUES FOR EVERY DOLLAR YOU
SPEND THAN ANY OTHER STORE IN TOWN.

I

Where
Quality
Meets
Price

chn
ft
Sflueqer
fi
V
JU

See
Our
Window
Display

I
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trade and business, the retail
chant as well as the wholesaler,
manufacturer as well as the
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mer-

LOSS OF LIFE PREDICTED.

the
Continue!! irom Page One.

PUBLISHERS,

READ for PROFIT
Uie for Results

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

day from Memphis, Tenn., and each
trip of this is expected to be the last.
The crest of the flood is not expected
here for five or six days, and the increase rise will place the levee under
serious strain.
Glasgow, Mont., Is Isolated.
Great Falls, Mont., April 5. Com
munication with Glasgow the center
of the Montana flood district was cut
off today, all wires being down east of
Hinsdale.
The floods are confined
largely to the Milk River valley be?
tween Chinook anu the North Dakota
line. The Missouri river is not unusually high and no trouble is anticipated in this section.
Snow still lies deep on the mountains and iench lands of eastern Montana. The Yellowstone and Big Horn
rivers are running bank full and are
reported to be rising. Farmers along

the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.

ST. MICHAEL'S BEATS
HIGH SCHOOL TEAM

FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand already bound, civil
and criminal dockets, especially made
up for the use of Justices of the
Peace. They have printed headlines
in either Spanish or English on good
paper, well bound with leather back
and cornersfi, with canvass sides.
Full index in front antf a list of the
fees of the Justice of the Peace and
Constables printed in full on the fir.it
page. The pages are 1
These books are made uip in civil and
dockets separate of 320
criminal
pages each, or with both civil ana
criminal bound in one book, wjth SO
pages 'civil and 320 pages criminal,

The aggregation of the High School
went down to defeat before the SL
on the
M. C. Resolutes
College
grounds yesterday to the tune of 11
to 13. The Resolutes 6luggers played
havoc with the twisters served up by
the High School twirler. While the
fielders of the College behaved like
veterans. But one error was made
and that, a cost one, netting the Hjgh
School three runs. The features of
the game were the batting of "Willi?
Knight," Alphonse and Jake Martinez
and Victor Sais, and the fielding of
Caviggio. Mazon, the pitcher of the
each"." ComResolutes, fanned out eight men. The tiivil- or criminal-$2.7
manager of the Resolutes boasts that bined civil and criminal $4.00. For
nis aggregation has never been beaten $.50 additional these books will be
and he intends to have them keep up sent by mail or prepaid express.; Cash
their scalping streak. Local nines moist accompnay order State piainlv
looking for games will please call on whether English or Spanish is
the manager at the college.

They work, directly on the KIDNEYS,
ANTIQUITY OF MINING IN NEW
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
MEXICO.
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
Professor P. A. J.ones in his interestFor BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
start
ing '"New Mexico Mines and MinerBLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
als," after reviewing some of the anCONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN
cient traditions and stories of the fabFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
ulous wealth of New Mexico says:
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
"Vet, the evidence, aside from the tur
quoise mines at Los Cerrillos and the
they exercise a permanent benefit.
TONIC IN ACTIO
QUICK JN RESULT!
Burro mountains is sufficient to sat
fc'or sale ri all drcgglsta.
isfy the statement that no true metai
Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
mining was ever carried on within the
inundated. The government dredging
borders of New Mexico until the be
mail
fleet at Memphis is being utilized in
$3.50
six
SUBSCRIPTION.
OF
RATES
Daily,
months, by
of
with
posthe
the
year 1800;
ginning
- Weekly, six nronths
saving life and property.
l.uu gible exceution of Mina del Tierra in
uiius. jjer wee ujr
Gasolirie launches were sent out
OaU?. per month, by carrier.....
2.00 the vicinity of the turquoise mines
rer
yar.
Weky
.65
from
mail
Charleston, Missouri, to Bird's
month,
by
Daily, per
Cerrillos. Governor Chacon in
.
;
Mill and Wyatt to rescue residents
I n v tui voqf
"
(III
hv mm
and
is
1S03 says:
'Copper
abundant,
of the two villages, who are reported
apparently rich, but no mines are
clinging to house tops, and in trees.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
worked.' Lieutenant Pike in 1807,
In answer to an appeal from Ran'
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to speaks of only one mine in New MexIt will not pay you to waste your
Nothing tike having your office up
dolph, Tennessee, a squad of militia
no
the
the
that
there
and
inference
their
circulation
tributaries
a
doubt,
and
has
being,
ico;
report
growing
large
every postofflce in the State,
men left Memphis this morning with to date. The Gloue Wiornicke, filing tiem writing out your legal form
in
Rita.
Pino
mountains.
still is much snow in the
copper mine at Santa
among the intelligent and progressiv e people of the Southwest
tents and supplies for refugees. At and Sectional Unit book cases, not when you can get them already printCairo Citizens Needlessly Alarmed
1812, mentioned that old silver mines
Memphis this morning the river stage only improve the looks of your office ed at the New Mexican Printing
had been found closed up with the
Cairo, 111., April 5. The backing of was 44.2 feet, a rise of four tenths but will pay for themselves in the Company.
:uNIONf)LABCt
tools inside; these workings were per- water from the Teh street drainage since 7 o'clock last
time they sve you. Wh not be up
night.
haps nothing more than prospects and pump today threw citizens into a panNo Damage at Cincinnati.
to date? New Mexican Printing
had been done by the Spaniards prior ic and a report spread that the levee
' '
Ohio, April 5. With the
Cincinnati,
to the Pueblo revolt In 1GS0. The ev- which holds the Ohio river out of Ohio river 51.7 feet, 1.7 feet above
THE PARCELS POST.
HATCHING
THE SENATORIAL SITUATION.
no
the flood stage, here today, the indillnited States Senator Albert B. Every second day or so, the New- idence seems conclusive that were Cairo, had broken at Tenth street,
6 TO 14 DAYS.
S. C. White Leghorns, 13 Ejs, $1.00
The report proved untrue. This mes cations are that it will not go above PILES CURED IN
Mexican receives a beautifully type- mines of either silver or gold
Your druggist will refund money if
Fall, evidently, has not heard of the .'i.4.nn nrftnla frtm
I.CHI
ell i n ct IT!
worked to any extent prior to 1800; sage is being sent from the Western 4 feet. No serious damage has re
Barred Plymouth Rocks, 13 "
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
from
the
discovery by the Albuquerque Journal L
argum;,s
blocks
from
office
two
some
save
little
doz.
Union
.40
less
than
Table
Fresh
picked
worded
gold
so
far.
Eggs,
sulted
Fancy
brilliantly
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
of the legal and constitutional proof, against tne parcels post and the re- - gravels at varior.s points throughout the Tenth street levee.
Kansas Streams Falling.
I
6
to
14
50c
Piles in
days.
y. LINDHARDT, 125 Palace Ave.
Kansas City, Mo., April 5. Having Protracting
Work of Torrent.
that inhibits the legislature from quest to publish these articles. Somej the Territory and from the silver lead
of Los Cerrillos."
in
bureau
the
for
this
one
is
a
vicinity
of
foot
since
press
risen
without
paying
him
to
electing a successor
Cairo, 111., April 5. The drainage
the Missouri river has attain
Still, Jones refers to Espejo saying: district north of Cairo this morning
further delay. He urges the two; work and paying well for it, and that
informhe
were
because
it
is
not
"Here
they
ed a depth of 22.2 feet above low wa- doing
(near Zuni)
lumhouses to meet "at once" and see to somebody
The
scene.
a
desolate
presented
it that the toga remains draped over; or she loves the retail merchant or ed of the rich mines of the precious ber from houses and sheds under the tp" mark here this morning, and continued to creep towards the flood
metals, some of which they visited
his handsome shoulders until March the people.
debris, floats about the district in wa
The arguments are so worded that and took from them good glittering ter probably ten feet deep while here stage of 23 feet. P. Connor, the gov4, 1911).
Perhaps, he remembered
ernment weather forecaster said the
that when the Enabling Act in section they appeal to the retail merchani, ore."
and there the tops of houses may be
"
river would become stationary during
5, 6aid: "Congress fails to act in its, and thousands of retail merchants
However, the most definite state-- ! seen floating about.
hours and begin
the next twenty-fou- r
next regular session," all the constitu- - have been led to believe that the
ments as to the antiquity of mining in
eastern
into
water
the
went
The
to fall tomorrow.
The Kansas river
the Cels post is an invention of the devil New Mexico within historic times,
except
lawyers here,
a
with
of the district last night
and" other Kansas streams were fall
late Judge John H. Knaebel, insisted to aid mail order houses as against are to be found, in the wonderfully in- part
rash and a roar. The lumber piles at ing rapidly today.
that "next session" referred to the the small dealer in the small towns, teresting and illuminating "Illustrated the
lumber yards were turned oiev
Upper River is Safe.
next Congress, and not to the next; Arguing from the premise, that the History of New Mexico," by Historian and tossed about
like tooth picks. All
Lacrosse, Wis., April 5. The Missession of the Congress that passed small dealer cannot compete with the Benjamin M. Read of Santa Ke, an of
been
the workers have
brought sissippi river fell
of a foot
the Enabling Act. But be that as it! big Chicago or New York house that English edition of which is now in
from the drainage district to Cairo to at gt. Paul in the last twenty-fou- r
may, the people of Oregon and of buys direct from the factory, the
press by the New Mexican Printing work on the levees here. The big sub
at La
declined three-tenth- s
and of a few other states, elusion is drawn that if it is made Company and will be out within two
stood firm crosse and
s
at Dubuque,
have found a way to elect United easier and cheaper to ship by mail. months. Between 300 and 400 years way and Cairo Cross levees
in which indicates there is no immediate
States Senators according to rules, the mail order house will crowd the ago, the Spaniards told of an Indian against the angry rush of waters
Illinois
The
district.
the
of
the
the
face
drainage
from
Constitution
small
merchant
danger of flood on the upper river.
the
of
that the writers
who had a chain of turquoise that was
never thought of, and which, accord- - earth. Of course, no one outside of wound around his neck six times, Central tracks through the drainage
went out with the flood last MUUCTJ "ff- -t ASSURE
TU VT3TT
ing to the plain letter of the Consti- the mail order house, wants to do they told of copper and gold orna- districtand more
than three thousand
movement
the
common
and
therefore
to
seem
the
night
would
that,
tution,
search for
ments and the feverish
The river New Yorker's
geezer, utterly unconstitutional. Even- against the parcels post has taken precious metals. In 1582, Pedro de feet of the road is gone.
Trip to Atlantic City
of an
at Cairo has fallen
so staid a commonwealth as Missis- such strong hold everywhere,
Remunerative Both as to Hig
Bustamente reported to Viceroy
inch in the last twenty-fou- r
houjs.
Health and Pocket.
sippi managed to elect John Sharp, But granting that both premise and
as follows: "In like manner we
The rumors that the levee had been
Williams to the United States Sen- - conclusion are correct, the movement discovered in said land (near Socorro)
ate three years before he took his mugt taije a nlllch wider sweep than eleven silver mines with very rich broken, spread rapidly and caused
A retired merchant who was well
residents to go to the second story of known in the
s
of the small
seat. There is an obvious advantage at present.
jobbing branch in New
veins and the ore of three of them was their homes and buildings.
No.
Couriers
matter
away.
in settling the
right
maji order shipments are sent by
York fifteen years ago recently spent
and given to his
to
this
city,
brought
citizens
out
the
to
be
were
sent
gone ,)ress. The logical thing for retail
if the formality has
assuring
some
he
where
at
time
Atlantic
City,
excellency; he sent it to be assayed that no break had occurred.
The
of
through again next January, the same merchants therefore would be to
the assayer of the mint, who as- levees, according to reports of men took his wife for rest and change
being in session then as tjon ror higher express rates. But by
and where he had an unusually
scene,
to'
one
found
and
sample
patrolling them, are considered firm pleasant experience. "We met there,"
now, it might be well to determine ar tne merchants willing to do that? sayed them,
contain 50 per cent of silver; the oth- and the city is safe from danger.
an is iu sucnow wnetner senator
so he tells the story, "a man whom I
All of .the bulk sttpments of the
the
marks to
William Lynn, wife and three child- had known in a business way many
ceed himself or whether another man mail order houses are made by freight. er contained twenty
five
other
and,
the
behundred
flood
weight,
ren, were drowned in the
is to take the laurel from his fevered To be logical therefore, the retail
years ago. We and our wives walked
tween Birds' Point and Wyatt, Mis- and 'roller chaired' together, and they
brow. Senator Fall could arrange his merchants should ask for higher marks."
establishes
Mr. Read
souri. Lynn was a farmer and was 6eemed to enjoy our company as much
business and official affairs according- freight rates. Consistency would rethe antiquity of metal mining overtaken with his family by the ris- as we did theirs. On the day before
ly, and so could his successor; the quire this. Do Santa Fe merchants
in New Mexico, a name by the way, ing water. J. S. Carey, farmer, four we came
State of 'New Mexico would be saved ask for higher freight rates?
away Mr. Blank called me
His into the billiard room, handed me an
acoiduv-- 1o Read, was g vea miles from Wyatt is missing.
much political turmoil and uncertain- a small, a very small, propor- which
Only
LoFriars Rodriguez,
skiff was found and it is thought that envelope addressed to me at my New
ty, and no harm or disadvantage could tj(m of tne 6hlpments ot maii order this state by the
i
for qwt-in- he was drowned. " Henry Baker,
a York home and said: 'I Intended to
come to any one. Should death, the nouspgi are sent through the mails, pez and Santa Maria in 1582,
"The
he
is
says:
now
at
reported
Texas
Bend,
Torquemada,
farmer
ever busy one, intervene between
bring you this when our visit here was
but a, orders are received by letter,
'
over and before we went back to our
and next January, a contingency that Tq gtop tne majl order Duginess tnere-cnni- friars kept on forward in their voyai, drowned.
lands
those
Hickman Fighting Flood.
home out west.' The envelope coni
,,v,,m i,o seeing that the natives of
legislators have advanced, why, ,
,ii,
them,
Hickman, Ky., April 5. Workers tained a check for a balance which
then, it will be simply a case of hav- denanded and llot a higher parcels received them kindly all inalong
for a dis- still are toiline this morning to the man owed when his business col
ne rate Ma.
(he lettr postage a dollar and they went further
ing honored another man Detorenothas far as strengthen the levee, close the breaks lapsed ln 1894, with interest to date.
shuffled off this mortal coil, and
for every ietter jnstead of two cents, tance of another 150 leagues,
the ones and beat back the flood. The climax 'So glad I met you,' he added, 'for I
were
for
New
they
be
Mexico,
lost.
would
to
co.'make
it
and
thus
ing
expensive
to
country."
the
name
to
that
of the catastrophe may come at any saved the carfare to your house.' " The
would
In
give
respond with a mail order house.
However, the New Mexican
moment with the breaking of Reelfoot New York man added that the debt
like to see the whole matter referred other words, higher freight, express
CORPORA levee below here. Hundreds of men had passed out of his mind, together
to the people. A workable senatorial and letter rates alone will stop the SQUARE DEAL FOR
TIONS.
are trying to strengthen it and should with many others which had gone to
preferential pr' nary as suggested first- mail order business; the rejection o!'
will,
if
no
you
it go out unexpectedly it is feared profit and loss" in his old books.
not.
be
is
could
will
There
provid- the parcels post
Pound the corporations
by W. H. Andrews,
ed at short notice and could be held parcels post now, and thousands of but many of the greatest of them in many lives would be lost, as the
EN
M. EN NO.
means of escape for the workers are
A
the eyes of some of the worst also
even before the present session of dollars are sent out of Santa Fe
;
His Righteous Kick.
and limited. The river already is washing
old
for
more
Of
Given
course,
to
houses.
mail
order
doing
are
DE
nually
adjourns.
voluntarily
legislature
exclaimed
undersized
the
"Say!"
employes than the Christian over the top of it in, many places, and chap, bustling into the room, "isn't
no
primary like that of parcels post, and the local merchants worn-ou- t
been unOregon is advisable, put primaries Wjli be better able to compete with church is doing for its superannuated several ominous leaks have
this the kickery? I want to air my
Cienes de cooas que Vd. necesita estaran en venta a 10c cada una.
within strict party lines, in which the mail order houses. "With parcels ministers, says Leslie's Weekly this covered and stopped in the last twenty-f- grouch. I contend that the little man
hoars.
week. Years before popular passion our
imthe Republicans could vote for their post as it has been established in
a
shake.
doesn't get
fair
People
Vengan todos a la Tienda de Diez Centavos.
Thieves are becoming active in the pose on him just because he can't
the Democrats for theirs, the tically every civilized country except had been inflamed against the Standa flooded section of West Hickman, and
Progressive Republicans for theirs the united States, N. Salmon, Wood ard Oil Company, it had devised
help himself. Take my case. I'm five
and the Socialists and Prohibitionists & Davis, the Santa Fe Hardware and irenerous nension system; and in the county authorities are discussing the feet four, and slim accordingly. I go
into
for theirs, could be provided. The Supply Company and every other
breaking up of the corporation
advisability of asking for a company into a car that's nearly empty, pick
of each party in the tail store in Santa Fe would find it mnnv uarts under the Supreme Court of militia to protect property. Refu- out a good seat, open my newspaper,
of
legislature should be bound by it to much easier, to get the trade of the decision, one of the first thoughtscom- gees continue to arrive in great num- and begin to read. In comes a big,
vntp for the choice of their party. That Estaneia, Espanola and other tribu the officers and directors of the
beefy cuss, with a lateral spread ot
bers.
or-,f
feet. Does he pick
A steamer is plying along the river two and
is simple, direct and ought to be sat tary valleys that now goes by Santa pany was to protect, as far as the
the
nf h court would permit,
Fe to Kansas City, Denver and Chi
below here picking up marooned resi- out a nice empty seat for himself?
isfactory all around.
in the pen&
dents. Scores have been rescued in He does not. He waddles down the
That flnvernnr McDonald would not cago, for other things being equal, interests of all employes
man when he buys, wants to sion system.
Three hundred are aisle till he sees me. 'There's my
this manner.
veto a Senatorial preferential primary every
Hot & Cold Batbs.
Electric Lights
Furnished rooms in conaection.
the Ignited
have his purchase delivered to him
No one compelled
at Tiptonville, Tenn. The meat!' he says; 'he ain't big enough
bill is apparent from the following exto establish, quartered
to crowd me.' And he plants himbedSteel
away.
and
Corporation
quickly
States
right
of
the
to
trains
legislaprovisions
wagon
tract from his message
G. LL'PE 1IERRERA, Prop
::
::
me over 222 San Francisco Street
The New Mexican Printing Com- a year and a half ago, a pension fund
have arrived from Fulton, Ky., self down by me, jams
ture:
crushes
the
end
of
does a large retail business. It of $8,000,000, consolidating it with the ding Union
the
seat,
pany
against
City. Tenn.
and
"Under our republican form of gov- knows that the parcels post would $4,000,000 already created by
arms against my sides, blame
The Nashville, Chattanooga and St. my
ernment an important privilege of help it to expand that business,
to
him, and "
Coerced neither by law nor Louis railroad is running trains
each state is its representation in the compete with the "cheap" houses of
fund
"You're all Tight, my friend," interpublic sentiment, its $12,000,000
mile away, where a
United States Senate. No valid rea- the big cities, for after all, most men ministers to 200,000 employes
and East Hickman, a
the man at the desk, "and
rupted
erected.
been
SPECIAL EASTER SALE OF
son occurs to me why these represen- would rather deal near home, would makes the steel company the largest temporary station has
been put you've got a real grievance, but you
have
tents
hill
where
dirOn
the
a
intatives should not be chosen by
deal with some one they know and private distributer of pensions in
are
the
wrong
department;
tackling
in
up, the women of Hickman assisted
ect vote of the people, but such can- can hold responsible. The New Mex- dustrial history.
Friend of the People is in room
for the refugees. the
the
camp
nrenarine
320." Chicago Tribune.
not be done until there shall be an ican, like every other retail dealer in
the Pennsylvania
railroads,
Among
bed
and
fond
clothing
a list of nearly twenty roads
amendment to the constitution of the Sanla Fe,' receives a thousand small
United States. Under mat constitu- parcels a year to a dozen or two that having Dension systems, the Pennsyl ding.
Shelves and Straight Fronts.
Danger at Memphis.
Come and
Come and
tion it is incumbent upon the legisla- the ultimate consumer receives. The vania providing $700,000 annually in
New5
Tenn., April
Memphis,
are a great many things in
"There
ture of the state to elect these sen- parcels post would save the retail the interests of 175,000 employes.
levees
the
in
that appeared
this library that if I had my way
ators. However, a method has been merchant, perhaps, $500 a year, the The list might be continued at breachesback
the Mississippi added to would be changed," remarked an aggrdevised and has been adopted in sev- average mail order house consumer length, but this is sufficient to indi holding
See
menace of the flood situation last ieved-looking
woman to a librarian
that even a the
eral states whereby the choice of the not a dollar. Who therefore, would cate to the
on
were
nio-hana
at
couriers
dawn
look
at
the other day. "For instance,
nonnlp fnr members of the United get the advantage of the parcels post? corporation should be given a square
their way behind the long stretcnes those lower Bhelves! They're an outBut there is a greater and wider as- deal.
States Senate may be ascertained. I
New Styles
New Styles
warning
of weakening embankments,
she said stormily, making a
Whatbelieve that a vast majority of the pect of the whole question.
From rage!"
path.
out
of
the
danger
toward
fashelves
the
sweeping
in
planters
of
gesture
are
ever
in
VALUE.
the distribution
goods,
helps
A WOMAN'S MARKET
people of the United States
fifty miles north of ln question.
"Do you wear straight
vor of the election of United States helps the enterprising merchant, Woman, marrie woman, what art Golden Lake,
to
Arkansas, con- fronts?" she asked with an angry
Hulbert,
fit
dollars is i,iemphis
senators by a direct vote of the peo- helps the scattering of industry. At thou worth? Twenty-fivseem particu204 West Palace Avenue
constipresent all manufacturing industries not too much, says the Supreme Court ditions this morningnear Hulbert a glare, and then without waiting for a
ple, and an amendment to the
I
announced
"Well,
threatening
decisively,
reply,
larly
In
in
centered
cities.
are
the
in
this
tution of the United States
large
of Iowa.
Plaintiff, a farmer, bought stretch of revetment three hundred
do; and though I've been wanting
will doubtless be adopted in the all of New Mexico, outside of the a can of what purported, to be keroto collapse. that volume down there for the last
long threatens
of
yards
21
contained
which
per
near future; but, until the adoption railroad shops and the printing
sene oil, but
Farmers have abandoned the lowlands half hour, do you think I'd dare get
of such an amendment, I deem it wise fices, there are but factories few or cent of gasoline. His wife attempted and residents of Hulbert have moved it?
No, I consider it positively dan
name.
mills
of
"Transporbe
thp
worthy
An
fire.
a
to use some of it to light
that adequate provisions may
while merchants are gerous to take a book off those lower
to
floors,
upper
New
of
tation"
facilities
Chicago,
into law so that the legislature
occurred, which caused her
to Bhelves." .
packing their stocks to be shipped
are the reason. Grad- - explosion
death and that of her three little
may be advised as to what individuals York, Pittsburg,
of
safety.
places
the people desire to represent them ually, big mills are beginning to cast
children, and caused certain injuries
Star Landing, Arkansas, also is in
( auuux
lur snuui iuwub m wuicu u) r- - to the husband. He sued the sellers,
in such capacity.
Epistolary Caution.
immediate danger and at half a dozen
tablish themselves.
They find that and recovered damages as follows:
Before
A COMBINATION OF PROTECTION AND INVESTMENT.
the. customer paid his bill
Cairo
of
south
I
the levees
'
7
they can manufacture to greater" ad- his wife, $299.71 per child, and points,
the hotel stenographer tore several
to collapse.
threaten
Insurance has become a very attractive proposition.
Children
There is a colution to the normal , yantage ,n paceg ,Jke Irvington on the $25 for
$160 for his own injuries. From this
As far south as Bayou Sara, the pages out of her notebook and handDO YOU KNOW THIS?
School tangle in eastern New Mexico. Hudson, at Cedar Rapids, at Salem, verdict it may be inferred that the
to
ed
him.
them
main levees are
Artesia, Clovis, Portales N c than tney can ln Philadelphia jury thought his own injuries in- lowlands outside the
Carlsbad,
RELIANCE
COMPANY OF PITTSBURG, PENN.
INSURANCE
of
THE
she
notes
his letters,"
"Only the
and a raft oi other towns would like 0- - )n Cincinnati, with this one excep- - convenienced him more than losing
said to the next customer. "About
will insure a child from one year of afe and upwards?
to have the normal school that is pro tion, "transportation." Santa Fe would his wife did. However, the sellers
once In six months somebody comes
Relieves
vided for under tbs constitution. Tney sooner, or later become a busy trade appeal, and in Chapman v. Pfarr, 132
WELL, IT IS A FACT.
along who keeps such a watchful eye
are all Democratic communities ana and manufacturing center if there Northwestern Reporter, 957, they ason
won't
he
that
fourteen!
his
and
to
Boys 'up
girls upi to sixteen are Insured on the Endowment
correspondence
BLADDER
These
Plan and above these ages ON ALL OTHER POLICY CONTRACTS,
therefore believe implicitly in the in- - were an equalization of transportation sign as error that the verdict 1b exeven let a stenographer keep his
create
a fund that wUh be amply sufficient to take your
small
annual
payments
all
notes. Of course it is nothing to us,
or enable them" to enter business. You expend only
itiative and referendum. Why not, facilities. The parcels post would do cessive. Now, who'd a thunk it? As
or
college,
through
boy
girl
Discharges in
a trifle for a few years, and JUST THINK OP IT
Low to this the court says: "The sum aland we always give them up when
therefore, pass a measure, submitting wonders in that direction.
You five them an Independent Start in Life. Don't you think it worth it?
asked to. I don't know what the cau
24H0URS
lowed does not impress us as great
It to a vote of the dear people where freight and express rates would
Eaob capmle bears the
do
tious
them.
folk
with
normal school is to be located? low inevitably. It can be put down enough to indicate passion or prejuSANTA FE,
Destroy
General Ajrents,
t
amoEJ"
A
them maybe.
Anyhow, there is no
I would please the voters and it as an ancient and accepted econom-ough- t dice in the jury, and w have no inBmarctf (MIDY)
1
IX
0B.PKs,fiV
NEW
MEXICO,
13 Oil V
countetfttU.
iiuuuiuSi
record of foolish utterances left in the
to please those, Democratfc ica truth that equalization of trans- - clination to disturb it." We all con- hT ill irni,i,ui.
.
,.- portation facilities is bound to het:)'cur.
towns that want the school.
stenographer's books"
in
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Company, and a prominent attorney
E
of Santa Fe, was in Las Vegas today
on legal business. Las Vegas Optic,
PERSONAL MENTION
in
C. X. Hilton, member of the Hons?
from Socorro county, arrived in the
FASHIONABLE M1LL1N- They are the weakest,
however city yesterday from his home in San
Antonio
the
for
who
no
session
have
strong,
opening
faith iu tliemoflERY. Come
see
selves or iu their powers.
.the legislature, he is :it the Pa'ncp.
H. B. Hening, secretury of the ImOf
Bovee.
reau 0 lmmigiation at Albuquerque,
T. W. Hanna, the
i
Ianiy merchant and one of the owners of the Albuqueris in the Capital today.
que Herald, arrived in the city last
N RICHEST PROFUSION
County Treasurer W. W. Cox of Las evening and registered at the Palace.
Dr. Wroth and Dr. Kauffman of AliCruces, is in the capital.
A. L. McDougal was a Santa Fe vis buquerque, arrived in the city last evnow on
125 Palace Ave.
itor tnts week. Moriarty Messenger. ening and registered at the Montezuof
Miss Rachel West returned to San- ma. They are in the city In the inta Fe on Monday. Moriarty Messen- terest of medical legislation now
MEN KILL EACH OTHER
ger.
dipending before the legislature.
goods
IN STREET DUEL.
R. L. Ormsbee, chief clerk at the
C. B. Stubblefield, the Continental
oil man of Alcalde, is a visitor in the state penitentiary, and a former resiwe
dent of this city, has come down from Texas Contractors Engage in Fatal
city and a guest at the Palace.
M. C. Ortiz, the attorney of Albu- Santa Fe to sing at the sacred cantata
we
Quariel Over Details of Conyou
struction Work.
querque, arrived in the city last eve- to be given tonight at the Presbytechurch.
rian
Journal.
and
is a guest at the Palace.
Albuquerque
ning
(B.y Special Leasrd Wire to New Mexican)
merPaul Jones, publisher of the Xew
M. A. Ross, the lumberman of AlbuBeaumont, Texas, April 5. In a
querque, arrived in Santa Fe last ev- Mexican at Naravisa, Quay county, street duel here todav M. A. McKnieht
W. C. Whitney, business men of
ening and registered at the Montezu- arrived last evening with Represen-;antative J. W. Vdiupuen 01 luctimcan. Beaumont, killeri eneh nther nth
ma.
New Spring Wash Dresses and
Mr. Jones is here on new county bus;- - were building contractors.
They quar-nes- s
Representative T. J. Mabry and
and may stay for the rest of
over
work.
was
have
McKnight
taken up their residence
family
r
.'.bout 60 years old, and Whitney
at the Presbyterian Manse on Grant session- Aprons.
who wants to stage about 40
Jack
Curley.
old.
Both leave widavenue.
years
Johnson-Flynths
Las
at
fight
Vegas.
0ws and families. McKnight
WHITE DRESSES,
shot
R. C. Masters of Raman, McKinley
passed Lamy yesterday on his way!,-,,.- ,
aa ha
ychitnev fon rivn
county, returned to his home after at- to Las
GINGHAM
DRESSES.
from
Los
Vegas
Angeles, to sai,k to the ground, he drew his pis-- !
tending the sessions of me Good Roads n.uh. ovr tue .uumezuma
noiet wnein-- , t0: and with waning strength raised
Congress.
One-Pieor it could be gotten into shape to the weapon and fired.
All Serge Dresses, Prices
McKnight
M. S. Groves,
state corporation
the crowds that would ,K., dead shot
the
heart
tnrough
Ranging from
commissioner, returned to his duties come to the fight.
here after a short visit with his fam
To Suit Your
After spending yesterday here in YOUNG
FARMER KILLS
ily in Carlsbad.
conference with Secretary W. J.
Pocket Book
TWO AND WOUNDS ONE.
of the New Mexico Cattle SaniLee S. Mi..er, a government surveySpecial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
or of Washington,
C, arrived v tary Board, Captain of the New MexiTexas, April 6. Dr. J.
Santa Fe yesterday afternoon and is co Mounted Police Fred Fornoff, of B. Rranbury, and
Luther Garrell were
Thrilley
last
Santa
left
for
eastern
Fe,
night
stopping at the Palace.
killed and T. M. Wilson badJesus Romero, sheriff of Bernalillo New Mexico. Captain Fornoff has a instantly
ly wounded at Hill City, near here tocounty, arrived in the city last eve- plan whereby cattle inspectors and day. Their assailant was Mack Parkvariety of colors are sure to appeal to the lady wishof
his
force
will
members
hereafter
from
his
home
in Albuquerque
ning
a young farmer, who telephoned
er,
work in unison in tracing the Identifi- for
and is stopping at the Palace.
ing to secure both QUALITY AND COMFORT.
Granbury officers to come and arW. A. Hawkins, the attorney of the cation of hides offered for sale, with rest him. The cause of
the
shooting
El Paso & Southwestern, arrived from a view to
running down persons is unknown here. Dr.
was
Three Rivers, Otero county, last eve- guilty of stealing cattle and selling shot dead as he stood Thrilley
in his drug
hides
from
the
of
the
carcasses
the
and
is
ning
stopping at the Palace.
store.
Wilson was fired on as he
Colonel A. H. Hilton, the merchant animals. Albuquerque Journal.
stood at a telephone.
Garrell was
of San Antonio, left the city last evenkilled in a field on his farm just outing for his home after attending the HEARING ON MEDICAL MEASURE. side of Hill City.
HONEST PRICES.
Agent for the ROYAL TAILORS.
sessions of 'he Good Roads Congress.
II
J. A. Young, member of the House
(Continued from Page One)
from McKinley county, returned to
the Capital from his home iti Gallup fifty-onwitnesses; returned fourteen
yesterday for the opening of the leg- true bills and six no bills.
Grain and Provisions.
In the case of the United
States
islature,
111., April 5.
Wheat May
Chicago,
was
givDuncan McGillivray, member of the versus Archuleta, the latter
0fi7-S- ;
103
July
Corn, May 76
5
state legislature, from McKinley coun en until tomorrow morning to enter a ?5-S- ;
Oats, May
July 7S
ty, passed through this city last night plea to an indictment charging him 53
50
May
17.70;
July
Pork,
on his way to Santa Fe. Albuquerque, with selling liquor to the .licarilla Infl.So ; Ribs, May 9,C21-2- .
dians. He was
this after- Lard,
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and
trimmed
large display
hats, patterns, shapes, etc.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

have just arrived and
are
display in a
very great variety
new patterns and prices.
are bought
These
rect from the importer at
will
the right prices, and
exercised
assure
great care and pains to
secure dependable
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President
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arraigned
j
the merchant of Albu- - noon.
In the case of the United
States
querque, returned to his Home after
transacting business in connection versus Albino Morgan in whicn the
with the branch store he is establish- hitter was charged with smuggling
liquor across the Mexican border ining here.
S. M. Brown and D. Maddox, county to the United States, a plea of guilty
officials of McKinley county, left the was entered. The court, sentenced
to thiry days in the
city last evening for their homes in the prisoner
at Santa Fe.
Gallup after attending the Good Roads United States prison
In the case of the United
States
Congress.
R. E. Twitchell.
the attorney of versus the Yankee Fuel Company of
Las Vegas, elected president of tne Raton the court is hearing arguments
New Mexico Good Roads Association, on the order to show cause why an
not issue against
returned to his home In Las Vegas injunction should
the defendant as1 prayed by the Unitlast evening.
ed States. The' Injunction if issued
D. K. B. Sellers, mayor-elec- t
of Albuwill restrain the coal company from
querque, returned to his home after
mining on the public domain.
attending the Good Roads Congress
In the case of L. B. Thornet alias
which closed its sessions here yestei-daW. Wallace the defendant was orafternoon.
dered removed to the Northern JudiCharles Rienken and Oscar Goebel cial
District of California to answer
passed through the city last night,; to an indictment pending
in that
on their way home to Belen, after atcourt for conspiracy to assist in the
the
roads
at
good
meeting
tending
escape of a United States prisoner.
Santa Fe. Albuquerque Journal.
Senator B. F. Pankey of Lamy and
LUMBER TRUST IMAGINARY
U. S. Commissioner Kinsell of Stanley were in town yesterday, buying
(Continued Vrota rage One.)
young cattle for the senator's ranch
near Lamy. Moriarty Messenger.
the matter. The lumber manufacturJudge N. B. Laughlin, president of
the letter from the
the United States Bank and Trust ers, upon receiving
Secretary of Co nmerce, made another
appeal to President Taft, saying:
"We hope, Mr. President, notwithManicuring, Massaging, standing
the present attitude of the"
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
Administration, as expressed by tne
Honorable Secretary, that you will proDandruff, falling hair and baldness mote the prompt Justice asked for by
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, a body of the cilizensh-- p now, as they
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
misunderstood
and
verily believe,
kinds of hair work done.
maligned.'
grievously
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
In the petition, reference is made to
343 San Francisco St
Phone 5075
the fact that while the Department of
R. A. Foote.

I

Glorieta Battle Field
FOR
UR

1

I

A

Q

P

jlLC

160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
in center of Old Glorieta Battle

Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

j

j

y

I

O.C.WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Children's Wash

Dresses !

Every child should have several of these beautiful
Wash Dresses.
The assortment is especially
large, and all the latest Spring and Summer Patterns. Dresses of Ginghams and Percals, made
high and low collars, round or square Dutch neck
effects. A variety of stripes, plaids, checks and
All full
polka dot designs, effectively trimmed.
sizes from 2 to 14 years.
COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

I
I

JE W
YOU

i iic

JULIUS H. GERDES.

EL

R Y

'

H.HIO

Reliable Jeweler

f- -f

.

C. YONTZ,

SSt"

MULLIGANS RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

License Numbers,

66-4-

Next Door

Day or Night Phone,

to Postoffice.

1

JO Red.

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE

dcsi oi everything at Kignt Prices. Filigree Work of
Every Description. Silverware, Cut Olass, Deco- rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

USE

Boss Patent Flour
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
ARE OVER.

Flour quality varies according to wheat quality.
Poor wheat mean's poor
flour, poor flour means
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the element that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why
the use of BOSS. PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and
better treatment of your
digestive organs. :: ::

Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

drapes, Oranges,

EAST LASIVEGAS, N. M.

Grape Fruit, Apples.

Lenses ground either to match broken ones
or to Oculists? prescription.

FRESH VEGETABLES DAILY

U S.
WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.

and Labor made public
February 13, 1911, a partial report on
the lumber industry, it related only
to the private ownership of standing
timber in the United States, and advanced only one of the reasons for the
alleged high price of lumber; that this
partial report ignoreu the request ot
Congress to report particularly aS to
the existence of combinations, etc.,
in restraint of trade and therefore
failed to give the lumber producers
the verdict which they asked for at a
conference with, the President, Sec
tary Nagel, and Commissioner Smith
in Washington. January 12, 1910.
"Prices of lumber at the mills," says
the petil'on, "advanced during the
seven years from 1899 to 1906, about
thirty-eigh- t
This correper cent.
sponded with the advance in other
commodities which enter so greatly
into the cost of lumber, and in part to
the increased values of stumpage."
Commerce

KAUNE

a

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for afe Quality.

EL PASO BANKER BLAMED
IT ALL ON WHISKEY.
EI Paso, Texas, April 5. Did W.
C. Field, the prominent banker, have
death
a premonition of impending
when he wrote a note to his wife and
daughter, and then lay down on a bed
in the Nelson house Wednesday eve
ning?
Justice McClintock thinks that he
did, for he could find no mark of violence and no indication that the man
had ended his own life.
But he did find a note, scratched on
the back of an envelope and address
ed to his wife and daughter. The
note read:
.1
'I do not expect to live more than
three hours. Whiskey was my downfall. Fight it as long as you live.''
Field has not been to his home
since Monday night, and his wife and
daughter had been: hunting for him
ever since that time. They had fail
ed to find him until notified of his
death.
.Xew Mexican

bring results.

j Want,
Try it.

aa.

always

Swing Is With Us
We have the FASHIONABLE DRESSES
and CO ATi for the season. Come in and
look them over. An immense line of fine
EMBROIDERIES. Our GINGHAMS can-no- t
be beat anywhere.

Wool.

St. Louis, Mo April "..Wool market steady. Territory and western
mediums IfiftlSc; fine mediums ljfl
17c; fine Wifj 1,1c.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., April r.. Cattle
Receipts 1,000 including 300 southerns. Market steady to strong. Na-

tive steers

$6(Ff8.50;

southern steers

$o.23(i7.50; southern cows and heifers $:i.50f(6; native cows and heifers
$3.50(r 7.10; stackers and feeders $4.73
T( 6.75;
bulls $4.25 6; calves $4.75
8; western steers $3.758; western
cows $3.506.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 5,000.
steady to strong. Bulk of sales $7.60
7.90; heavy $7.So(fjS; packers
and
butchers $7.70?i7.95; lights $7.40
7.75; pigs $5.75fi6.30.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 3,000.
weak. Muttons
lambs
$4.50fft 6.24;
$0.50'ftS; fed wethers and yearlings
$3y 7.10; fed ewes $3G.
Chicago.
Chicago, 111., April 5. Cattle Re
ceipts 1,000. Market steady. Beeves
$3.308.65; Texas steers $4.505.90;
western steers $5.35 (ti 6.85; stockers
and feeders $1.25(6.60;
cows and

heifers

$2.60(56.70;

calves

steady $4.406.30; western $4.50(5
7.10; yearlings $5.757; lambs native
$5.657.80; western $6.25(58.20.

...ON...

Tailored Hats
and Flowers

III

5

K

room house and other improvements. City water in dwelling. Land is at present in alfalfa. This will make an ideal
home for anyone, but is an EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
for the one who desires to raise chickens, keep a cow or two
or do truck gardening. Ask us, if interested, for terms.

B. HAYWARD,

JOSEPH
Room

MANAGER,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

STRICTLY NEW
it we have a Full

Selection of the

JEST RECEIVED,

A CARLOAD

OF NEW FURNITURE

GUM FURNITURE

The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND

FOR TWO WEEKS AT

A.

G

WITHIN CITY LIMITS and
on one of the best
residence streets. Good six

In

Especially Low Prices

0

r,

THREE ACRE TRACT situated

$3.75(SS.50.

Market
Hogs
Receipts 3.000.
steady to strong. Light $5.70(57.92-1-2- ;
mixed
$7.607.97
heavy
$7.65 (ffS;
rough $7.65 (Ti 7.75;
pigs
$5.257.45; bulk of sales $7.75(57.93.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 5,000.

MISS

SEIGI

ADOLF

'A

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

MUGLER,

Southeast of Plaza.

S. C. Buff Orpingtons
bggs for Matching.

JAMES

$1.5013Eggs
MAMMOTH

PEKIN

DOCKS

Eggs for Hatching

$2.00 por II EGGS

C. McCONVERY

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
::::

Phone, Black 204.

415 Palace Avenue.

CHAS. A. WHEELON,

Phone Red 204, 315 Palace Ave.

When You

Waft

Any

Oak or Maple Floor Laid,

or Furniture Repaired,
Mission

Furniture Made

to Order, Screen Doors or
Windows, Glazing Done,
or any General House Repairing, Tar and Gravel

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Sawed Wood

tTaeztc2

1 $v??ot

Telephone

Wood
Lump

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
nd KindHrj.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

Roofing, see

MANSFIELD
THE CARPENTER
Shop Opposite Montezuma Hotel.
ALSO AGENT FOB THE
BuTch

Awning, the Best Awning Made

FIRST-CLAS- S

HACK SERVICE

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

Buggies and Saddle Horses-

-

-

:::
- THEODORE C0RR1CK, Prop'r
132.
Black
Phone

i

i
it
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STATIONS

Miles

19

1

1

RATON NEW MEXICO

GENERAL OFFICES
Heml Down)

The usual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged elands of the necK,
sores and ulcers on the body, skin aSections, catarrhal troubles weaK
eves, and general poor health. The inherited poison, transmitted through
the blood, pollutes and weakens this fluid, and in place of its nutritive-qualities fills the circulation with scrofulous matterwhich saps the vitality
of the entire system. Thousands of children, born with a scrofulous taint,
have spent their childhood in constant physical suffering, and grown to
manhood or womanhood handicapped by ill health and stunted growth,
S. S. S..
bones or joints
and Derhans later some
developed.
...disease of, , the
,
,
,
Eiven in men euiv iiie, wuuiu
uitjvoiiteu iuia. it wuuiu navo
cleansed and purified the blood of the taint, nourished and stengthened
their systems, and assisted each to grow into strong, healthful manhood
S. S. S. is the very best remedy for Scrofula. It goes
or womanhood.
down to the bottom of the trouble, and cleanses the circulation of all
scrofulous matter.
It supplies the weak, diseased blood with strength
effects of this great
and health-buildin- g
qualities, and under the purifying
remedy all symptoms of Scrofula pass away. S. S. S. contains no minerals
in any form, and is an absolutely safe treatment for children, even infants,
or persons of any age. Literature about Scrofula and any medical advice
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
free.

Company.

Railway

SANTA Fff,

THE CURE F0H
SCROFULA

i.

Louis Rocky

TT. XEW MEXICAN.

9 29

j

sand between Grants and Ho'brook.
"Large, well painted direction signs
are now being placed all along the
route. This will prevent tourists from
losing their way.
"You will thus see that there is
risht nmv a ennri marl for mn:iine.
in nearl aU our
int of in.
takj
terest-f and PasslnS thro,16h
J
t'i very best of oar country. I feel
sure that this convention will, even
from the short description, see that
is is the route most desirable and
.....
.,
,,
.., iuio
lilt; uue liiul au auiua win umci 4u!
and
in
east
the
coming year
making
west trip through New Mexico.
"I thank you kindly for your

M.. .Lv

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

Palace.

Quarter of a Century Ago.

p m

rConnects at. Colfax with E. P. & S.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets

Irom Consumption

J. S. Templin, Los Angeles.
M. M. Potsch, St. Joseph.
V. A. Hawkins, Three Rivers.
M. S. Groves, Carlsbad.
G. C. Wilmoth, El Paso.
M. C. Ortiz, Albuquerque.
Jesus Romero, Albuquerque.
YV. L. Rodney, Albuquerque.
E. A. Purcell, Chicago.
C. B. Stubblefield, Alcalde.
Mrs. F. T. Prentice, Tucumcari.
C. W. Parker, and Mrs. Parker,

.

W. Ry. train both North and boutn

(From Santa Fe Daily New Mexican of Tuesday evening, April .", 1SS7.)
trains at Preston, N. M.
The case of the V. S. vs. Charles William Dwenger, who murdered his
"Paily except Saturday.
except Sunday. G. Cruikshank
in the San Marcial father near Hanover a few years ago,
m
a.
PorUv. M. for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00
S.
El- Hand fraud cases, was dismissed by has been pardoned.
Jim and Toppy;
bagdaily except Sundays. Fare ?2.00 one way, $3.50 round nip; fifty i;ound
the government in federal court at Johnson, notorious cattle thieves of bertin, Ga.
Sierra county, have also been set at.
Las Cruoes.
gage carried free.
Miss Zelma Allen, Elbertin, Ga.
arC. & S. train leaves Des Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.,
The Santa Fe system has entered liberty. Gaston and Smith, two other
b. C. Terry, City,
rives from the south at 4:3S a. m.
A. A. Killarn, and Mrs. Killam, Albu-thinto a contract to enter Chicago over cattle thieves, have also been par-- j
m. ikillihiiio,
J. VAN HOUTtlN,
L. C, W1.11TP
& Western doned. Better let up, Governor, or Jt'querque.
the
of
tracks
Chicago
Gf- - Agent.
V. P. G M
will be again necessary to call out
c. C. Conner, Albuquerque.
Superintendent
Indiana Company.
J. X. Smithee submits a proposition the militia to put down the rustlers."
H. B. Hening, Albuquerque.
to the board of penitentiary commis- Silver City Enterprise,
W. C. Matthews, De.iver.
in the Colorado legislature Repp
sioners to maintain the penitentiary
O. 15. Clarke, Albuquerque.
for the territory at a cost of 30 cents tentative Winters introduced a meni-- j
R. C. Smith, Denver.

r

i,

by Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.

e

Cruces to El Paso.

orial to Congress to open the Uteper day for every convict.
C. A. Reger, Burlington.
Hon. T. B. Catron left last even-- ! reservation.
John B. lirown, Sa;i Francisco.
j
The Presbytery is. in session in1 J. A. Young, Gallup.
ing for district court at Mora.
Mrs. John Symington and son have Santa Fe.
C. X. Hilton, San Antonio.
returned home from Washington andi Elias Brevoort today planted a! 1 ee S. Miller Washingtoi. D. C,
Uamarack in the plaza as a memorial'
Baltimore.
Mrs. L. 'lelfrich Aioaque-- q n.
Yesterday, To people went on an ex- for py. James H. Defouri.
F. E. Joy, Washington, D. C.
cursion to ihe White Rock canon andj Santa Fe people demand too much
Montezuma.
and
spent for real estate and are thus retarding!
the adjacent cliff dwellings
Jesse Xorthcutt, Trinidad.
a very pleasant Sunday in the Rito:tj,e development of the city.
de los Frijoles.
There are being spent in Santa Fe' Robert Lawrence, Raton.
while loaded) this year $3o9,132, for new buildings' Dr. Wroth, Albuquerque.
George Wohlbracht
with whiskey took enough strychnine including a U. S. Indian school for, Dr. Ka iffman, Albuquerque
at the Harkness hotel at Cerrillos. towhich the board of trade gave the A. B. Schley, Kansas City, Mo
K. H. Oakley, Xew York City.
kill him. In his pockets were $20.75 grounds, $5,000 for Whitin ball, $10.-- ,
which paid the funeral expenses. C.iooo for the Sanitarium, $16,000 for St.j J. M. Ireland, Las Vegas.
W. Floyd hanged himself in the same Catherine
Indian school, $150,000 fori H. Buerger, Denver.
M. L. D.',rr, City.
town but was cut down before the a new capitol, $50,000 for a new court
F. A. Stewart, El Paso.
last spark of life had fled.
house, $:10,000 for the Ramona Indian1
W. B. Jackson, Bluff, Utah.
"Governor Ross is certainly usingj school, $100,000 for the completion of
S. Lindauer and Mrs. Lindauer, Chi- the pardoning power with wonderful the Cathedral, renovation of San
church and many modern coi cago.
of late. The people of this
Joe Mac-litPagosa Springs, Colo.
tion will be surprised 10 learn that tages.
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
F. F. Jennings, City.
and as soon as they accumulated capGeorge Roslington, Albuquerque.
WOMEN VOTERS MADE
E. F. Love, Chicago.
THEMSELVES FELT. ital sufficient they put it all in a ven
ture of much greater magnitude, one
Ed. Stern, St. Louis.
of inestimable value to
E. Gurule, Albuquerq.ie.
Saved the Day at White Oaks for which will be
this mining camp if they are success
S. Duran, Albuquerque.
Their Favorite Candidate
ful in their plans.
Bill Davis, El Paso.
Mining Operations.
Governor Visits Home.
Mary E. Haskett, Belen.
Coronado.
Governor McDonald made us a flyWhite Oaks, X. M., April 5. All
Manuel Ortiz, Xambe.
Fools day presented a novel and ing visit on the 3d inst. He is lookP. R. Sandoval, City.
exciting feature in this quiet old ing fine, in spite of the "pestering"
James Gordon, City.
town. It was the day of school eleo-tio- the legislature tries to give him.
H. C. Cuff, City.
and for the first time women
.1. T. Fernandez,
Colmor.
GOOD ROADS RESOLUTIONS.
were allowed the privilege of casting
Mrs. J. T. Fernanoez, Colmor.
the ballot. A little game was put up
T. P. Garcia, Encino.
(Contined From Page Three.)
by a certain faction, which promised
Link Larsh, City.
to be difficult to overcome hy the men
Xo sooner on account of its great scenic and his-- 1
of the opposing faction.
CROP SCARES LIFTED
was the situation made known to the toric value.
PRICE OF WHEAT TODAY.
wives and daughters than they donned
"The condition of the road, I can as'
their wraps for it was piercing cold sure you from personal travel in my
and bravely marched to the polls car, from McCarty to Zuni, is one of (By Pppci.il Leased Wire to New Mexlcna
Chicago, 111., April 5. Bullish senand deposited the little bit of paper the best. From Grants to Ramah, the
which means so much, in the ballot road is a natural made road, withouv timent spread among speculators in
to
box. Our ladies utterly refuted the a side hill or wash.
The soil is a wheat. The trade was inclined
threadbare assertion that the best sandy loam which does not rut. watch sharply for signs of a crop
women will not vote even if they are Around Ramah, we have spent $500 scare and gave prompt heed to regiven the right.
and at the present time, the town of ports of damage to late sown in
Illinois and Kansas. The opThe Wild Cat Mine.
Ramah is doing another $600 worth of
here was the same as last night
Our "Wild Cat" boys are now busy work in grading the road. From Ra- ening
higher. July started at
mah through the Zuni Indian Reserve, to
9G3-moving the electric power plant from
to 66
a shade to
Indian department are now spendthe
and rose to 97
the Vera Cruz mine over to the point
up
Mr.
Bauman, the agent,
where they have obtained coal on ing $1,000.
The fact that the bulls were willing
me that he hopes to have ti'e
to support corn on little set backs
this side of Carizo mountain. In the tells thirty-eight
miles
whole
by
graded
made that cereal firm. May opened
meantime, they are continuing work
on their North Homestake mine. We next year. Apache county, Anzana, unchanged to a sixteenth higher at
to 76
in White Oaks say "our'' in connec have appropriated $300 to biitlge 76
touched 761-and then advanced to 76
tion with this company with consid some washes on the road from the line S
Oats turned stronger with other
erable pride for the three members of to St. John's, contemplating grading
to
it grew up to manhood here, two of this road in a few months. From th"J grain. May started
to 55
and
them from mere toddlers, and their town the road is graded. The further dearer, at 551-sole capital to begin on was brain sum of $5,500 was appropriated on ascended to 53
An advance at the yards lifted pro
and brawn. In addition to this, they March 11, 1912, for work on the St.
By visions all around.
First sales rane- possess the sagacity and "hangon- - John's 'Petrified Forest Road.
roaa
ed frora a snade off t0 7 !.2c higher
itiveness" of the animal whose name next year, we snail have a grauea
they adopted. Thus far this company 'from Ramah, to Holbrook. One of ihe with July delivery 17.621-- for pork;
has succeeded in all its undertakings biggest items of all is tha: ther is no 10.10 for lard, and 9.921-- for ribs.
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Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon and Washington Points

j

I

j

:FROM:

j

All

Stations on the Denver

& Rio Grande

j

ON SALE DAILY

,

March 1st to April 15th
LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F. & P.
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

n

"

f.

'"

'

I'SS

New MexLo

Military

Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'Th West Point of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War
ai "Distinguished Institution." Armj officers detailed by Wal

Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden Bpot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vutl
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during ths

4

season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Id all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FIN LEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
aU

4

8

8

2

2

!

2

I

COL. JAS. W. rVTLLSON,

Superintendent

W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Remov

I
can ship
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which
I can
ship jacks from Cedar Rapjacks at lower rates than ever before.
ids, la., to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding rates.

PUBLICATION.
N. M.
March 5, 1912.

Xotice is hereby given that Encar-nasioGonzales of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, who on October 12, 1906
made Homestead
Entry, No. 10107
S
NW
NE
(07S70), for S
Section 3, Township IS N., Range
10 E., X. M., P. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Five Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
The Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the ji th day of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Rafa-e- l
Montoya, Anadeto Contreros, Anas-taciPacheco and Macario Jimenes,
all of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register
n

Rates
TO

CALIFORNIA

$25.00

FROM SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to April 15th,

1912,
Low Rates to the Northwest.
SEE ANY SANTA FE AGENT FOR
PARTICULARS.

H. S.

mi, Aft.,

SANTA FE, N. M.

17-1- 8

MOLT & SUTHERLAND

Lav.

Attorney

Practice in ue Distri t Court m
wcui as before the Supreme Court ut
the territory.

New Mexicu.

Cruces,

L,art

G. W. PRICHARO
Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
Practice in all the District Court"
and gives special attention to caves
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Offics: Laughlin Bin, Santa ' N. M.

CHAS. W. G. WARD,

District Attorney for Fourth Judicial
District.

lui

New Mexico.

Vfegas,

Attnmev-at-La-

Santa Fe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in all the Courts and Before the Interior Department
New Mexico.
Taos,
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easlsy
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in ib courts and befori

Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estao-cla-,
N. M.
H. L. ORTIZ.

and

Attorney

counsetlor-at-La-

Practicing before all the courts is
the Territory.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.

Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVERTISE?
Tell your story to

or

Readers

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertise
ment in 25 leading newspapers' Sur.-da- y
issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,

LIST.

Dentist
List of letters remaining uncalled
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
M. for week ending March 30, 1912.
6.
If not called for within two weeks Phone Red
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
they will be sent to the dead letter
And by Appointment
office at Washington.
Allans

A. C.

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washingtos
Ave. nsxt door to Public Library.
Office iours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. a
2 Hi i p. a. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

Amador Juanita
Bell Marie
Bucher W. H.
Baca Manuel

Baca Jose Hilario
Crespin Francisco
Coen Laura
Cave S. E.
Clin M. C.

Darden Jas. G.
Fisher A. F.

'

Galy Jno.
Garcia Santiago
Gonzales Mage
Gonzales, Estafanita
Griego Manuelita
Hume Mrs. W. F.
Johnson Mrs. Andrew

Jaramillo Anamaria
Lynch J. O.
Lunan David (2)
Medley Earl
Maria Falbiano
Miller Anita
McDowell Tom

Monjardin Pedro
Martinez N. M.
Martinez Andrellita
Montolla Ursula
Montoya Ines

Sandoval Monico
Van Houten J.
Walters Mrs. Tom

W. DeCLOW.

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, (a

Department
U. S. Umd

LETTER

Sullivan Agusta
Saliz Marselina

of the Interior,
Office at Santa Fe

Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, Xew Mexico
Assistant District Attorney, Firsit
Judicial District.

the-mes-

Rudford Tommie
Romero Noberta
Rodriguez Manuel Ortiz
Rodriguez Francisco (La Cienega)
Sanford T. J.
Seeking Thos.
Schultz Emma.
St. Vrain J. Ennis.

1

Colonist

Mes-quit-

Ralston Jack

am arranging to change my business location from Cedai
I am
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by.
on January 15
clipping 30 Imported Stallions'and IMammothlikeJacks
to correspond with
would
1912, being my first consignment.
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.

FOR

At a special meeting of the board
of county
commissioners
of Dona
Ana county, an additional appropriation of $1,000 was made for the improvement of Camino Real. This,
with money previously appropriated,
will surface the road beyond
and if state legislation authorizes a bond issue for road improvements, which is in the platform of the
good roads movement, it will be possible to complete the Camino Real at
once, as well as repairing the road
Pass and
through San Augustine
across
from Organ. The
little town of Organ is very much enthused over the good roads movement
and at least $1,000 in labor and money
will be obtained from the Organ cam;)
and from
surrounding ranches. A
full report of the survey committee
was given at the regular weekly meeting of the El Paso Automobile club.
The final bit of the survey was com
pleted when H. La Salle, of the committee made an inspection of the
road to Las Cruces. At the meeting
plans will be formed for the raising
of the necessary funds for the improvement of the bad stretch in the
road that the club has routed. The
club desires to have the entire amount
raised before the arrival of the representative of the Transcontinental
Touring club of America on his road
inspection trip. It is believed that
the assurance that the funds needed
are at hand, may be of benefit in influencing the decision in favor of El
Paso.

Norwood Ray
Ortiz Duderlita

ing His Business to New Mexico.

NOTICE

EDWARD P. DAVIES,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.

HARRY D. MOULTON

Thousands of Dollars Raised to Complete El Camino Real From Las

-

to

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

MESILLA VALLEY IN EARNEST
ABOUT GOOD ROADS.

-.

I

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

The linker
Altprntlve.
of
for Consump
which in doing so much
tives, jire continually in receipt of really
wonderful reports uf cures l)rou'it nhout
solely through the use of this
These reports are always at the command
of anyone interested, and many of the
writers in their Eratitmle have sutrsresteU
that like sufferers write direct and lea.'U
what It did for theni. Here is one specimen:
4JI sjeooud Ave., Aurora. 111.
'Gentlemen: l'aniou me for 1 not writ!"!
I wanted to see if
would stay
hut
sooner,
cured. I can now truthfully say I am perIn
all
Never
felt
hotter
well.
my lite.
fectly
1
vih to express my heartfelt thanks.
I never have any pain, no eolith, no niht
Since a child of
sweats, no
two years 1 have hceu ailing with lung
as I grew
worse
trouliie, which prow
older. At the wse of fourteen the doctor
1
sent
lie
South. I
not
eonhl
if
said
would surely die of Consumption.
Kvcry
winter I would lie sure to have either
I
llronchltln.
Pleurisy, or Pneumonia.
one time. I had
had Tvphoid-l'lieunioiiiami
liowels
catarrh of the stomach and
had llav Fever for the last few years: hut
have not aiirtliiiis of the kind this year.
"I will answer all letters sent to me,
Asking a history of my case, from anyone suiTering fnun lung trouhle."
"1 remain with many thanks to you,
your grateful friend."
F.TTA PLATH.
(Signed Aliidaviti
Three vears later reports still well. Iiron-eltitiKckinan's Alterative is effective in
Asthma. I lav Fever: Throat and
Lung Trov.hles. and in uphuilding the
nes not contain poisons, opiates
svstein.
or
rtrugs. Ask for hooklet
of cured cases and write to Kckman
Lnhoratorv. Philadelphia. Pa., for more evidence. For sale hy all leading druggists and

Hotel Arrivals

8 65
8 30
8 02
7 45

This Girl Recovered

-

9 12

am

FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1912.

M.

DR.

J. M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS,

1

to

3

P.

M- -

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8,

1912.
12, 1911.

Republication
(013791.)

Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final,
proof under the Act of March 3, 1891..
sees. 16 and 17, (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the Act of February 21,
1S93, (27 Stats., 470). in support of
his claim
1303,
serial 013791, fof
145.57 acres in sections 20, 21 and 23,
of T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M., viz.:
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, of Cuba, N.
M.

Said proof will be made before Reg-

ister or Receiver at U. S. land office,
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses, the
following, to prove his actual, continuous adverse possession of said tract
for twenty yars, next preceding the
survey of the township, viz.:
J. J. Salazar, Felis Montano, both of

In calling for these letters please Cuba, N. M.
Any person desiring to protest the
state whether "advertised" or not
allowance of said proof, or who knows
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.
of any substantial reason under the
laws and regulations of the Interior
WOMEN MAKE BEST
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHERS. Department why such proof should not
be allowed, will bd given an opportunat the
time ant
They Will Supplant Men on the Steam- ity
e
the witnesses
place to
is
it
North
the
of
Pacific,
ships
of said claimant, and to offer evidence
Reported.
in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant:
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
And especial notice is hereby given
Seattle, Wash., April 5. Women to Donaciano
Lucero, whose small
will supplant men as wireless operators on the steamships in the North holding claim conflicts with 2 the land
of his
Pacific if the plans of R. H. Arm- herein described as to lot
.47
claim 3253, 013791,
strong, manager, of. a wireless tele- acres, that he will be containing
given an oppor-unit- y
graph company that has contracts
tim
at the
with many liners, are followed. Mr.
and place to protest or offer evidence
alnot
men
are
who
says
Armstrong,
in rebuttal of that submitted
by
ways satisfactory, yesterday engaged
S. claimant in final proof.
Miss Mabel Kelso, and Miss
MANUEL, R. OTERO.
Through for his first women operaRegister.
tors and turned them over to Chief
Operator C. B. Cooper for
All legal blanks prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
New Mexican Want Ads brings State form, for sa'e by the
Mexican Printing Company.
results every time.
above-mentione- d

1

III!

The American people are waking up to the fact that hog lard
is often indigestible, and sometimes unhealtriful.
Cottolene, a pure, vegetable product, is fast replacing hog lard
for frying and shortening. It makes better, more healthful
food
and is more economical. Cottolene is economical
because it goes
farther than butter or lard.
one-thir- d

Cottolene is packed in
tins, never sold
in bulk, and its purity and freshness are guaranteed.
air-tig-

o

Made only by THE N.

ft Nature's

K

ht

FAIRBANK COMPANY

99
Gift from the Sunny South

II

cross-examin-

above-mentione- d

N-,-

7
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ni Xi'w Mexico.
County of Santa Fe,
From Female Kidnaped in Peking in French Custom House Officer Did Spends Over $2,000 a Year In Adver!
hi the District Court.
1861 All Chinese Lap Dogs in
Not Know He Was Dealing With
tising But Has Found It a
l
Stee
Wire
Compat;.
Independent
Defunct Monarch.
the West Are Descended.
Profitable Investment.
Plaintiff,
WANTED Girl to help care tor a
M. Maspero,
At Sedan. Kan., a town of 2,200 versus
school director for three years
the famous French
Taft Ahead.
in
Peking dogs, as they formerly were
Telephone Black i:!5.
C'lin- - child.
Railroad
Mexico
Centra!
mercalled
Chinese
in
a
tells
reminissome
there
is
No.
otherwise,
S, Torrance county. The
lap dogs
general
Egyptologist,
population,
A straw vote for president was tak- precinct
Lieicmla-.ia
curious
On
October
an
H.
Edwards.
panv,
cences of
history.
amusing experience chant by the name of J.
en at the New Mexico Cottage Sana- hoard will be the same es last year, have
rooms
FVKNI8HKD
for
rent.
Xo. ;r,i;i;.
soldier ran- which befell him on one occasion The remarkable thing about Edwards
Messrs.
Shoc(key and S, 18C1, an
I lione 29
V. HOT San Francisco St.
torium at Silver City last week. The Kineke. InGreenfield,
Lincoln district, west of sacked the imperial summer palace at when bringing an Egyptian mummy is that he spends over $2,000 each To Whom It May Concern:
result was: Taft 30; Wilson 22: Moriarty, H. H. Hubbard, .1. H. Shriv-e- Peking and took back to his captain a to Europe. It was the mummy of year with the local papers for adverEspecially creditors of the defendFOR RKXT Three room
house.
Roosevelt IS; Clark 3; Underwood I.
and Augustine Muller were elected little dog that was supposed to have a king, and an important contribution tising his business. lie went to Se- ant railroad company, and all peities Furniture or not. IJ. S. Lowitzki.
to
At
fanthe
a
little
M.
dan
but
few
with
any rate, to archaeology, and
empress.
years ago
Maspero
for one, two and three years respec belonged
therein.
Election at Tucumcari.
her majeBty made frantic attempts to cied that the French custom house off- capital. Now he owns a magnificent interested
tively. About a dozen women voted
of an order cl court
In
FURNISHED ROOMS and rooms
pur-lance
The ticket as chosen for the ensu- in this district. John Martin was regain the little creature, and the Eng- icers would not insist too rigidly upon store, a fine home and a nice farm.
made in the above entitled cause on for light, housekeeping.
Inquire 114
lish
officer
a
adverstruck
to
succes
of
is
due
finally
bargain,
Tufor
term
the
"My
offices
of
duty.
largely
payment
city
ing
elected in the Bachelor district. The
of March, A 1).. 1H12. no- Read St., near i'nion depot.
fth
the
clay
Chinese
be
it
that
recent
a
in
Mr.
of
first
these
functionaries
said
through
Edwards
emissaries,
The
cumcari is as follows: Mayor, W. B. directors
tising,"
are Messrs.
Morrison,
tice is hereby given that there was
sent as a present from the Chinese whom he encountered, however, insist- interview.
Rector; alderman, first ward, C. C. Thompson and Martin.
FOR SALE Brand new fire and
to
ruler
Victoria
her
While I shall not attempt to advise filed in the office 0f the Clerk of the
Queen
ed upon doing his full duty. He opened
majesty,
Chapman; second ward, .1. B. Taynever
(Victor
of England.
the box which contained the mummy anyone how to advertise or how much District Court wiihin and lor Santa burglar proof safe
lor; third ward, James Conwell, proLas Vegas Election.
on the 11th day of March. been used. Ilig discount for cash or
Good
of
was
to
line
his
Fe
for
established
exclaimed:
thus
and
feeling
County
spend
of
advertising
the
W.
H.
Elks
prietor
drug store,
In the election in the old town of
business, I think a certain amount of 1912, the third account of the under- would consider good trade. Hall and
"Halloa, what have we here?"
Roberts, fourth war. There was only Las Vegas, the entire Republican tick- all around, and the little dog, bearing
the name of Looty, was domiciled at
"A Pharaoh a genuine Pharaoh of advertising is essential to every line signed Receiver, being an itemized Hall, Santa Fe, X. M.
one ticket in the field.
et was elected by a good majority, Buckingham
palace. He was a very the sixth dynasty," said the scientist. Of business as is the stock itself. In account of all moneys received from
that of Lorenzo Delgado, mayor, be- lonely little creature, the other dogs
FOR SALE One Ford automobile
"A a Pharaoh?" said the puzzled fact, we value our advertising highly the oiieration of said
railroad and
Women Vote in Melrose.
One
ing 250 over E. Barber, h'ead of the taking exception to his oriental habits officer.
to make It a part of our from all other sources and of all 2u II. I lirst class condition.
don't
"I
seem
to
remember
enough
The women at Melrose, Curry coun- Democratic-Progressivticket. The and appearance, and when the prince what the duty on Pharaohs is."
assets. It Is the live wire to any disbursements made by said Receiver, two seated carriage. One set of sinty, voted for the first time at the officers elected are: Lorenzo Delgado, and
He set to work to look up "Pha- business and you can judge pretty from July 1st, 1911, to December ::ist. gle harness. Apply R. C. Garrett.
princess of Wales returned from
school election.
An attempt
was mayor: Manuel Martinez,
marshal: a continental
the
latter
in his tariff schedule, but well the amount of energy behind a
raohs"
pleaded
trip
both inclusive; that said Receivmade last year to return a hoard op- Luis E. Armijo. clerk; Juan K.
with her mother-in-lato be allowed found no such article entered in his business by the kind and amount of 1911,
Elegantly Furnlsned Rooms for Rent
er will, at th Court House in the City
a
to
certain teacher, hut H
posed
trustee first ward; William to take Looty to Sandringham. About list.
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- sent
out.
advertising
10
o'clock
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, at
failed.
This year the women voted B. Stapp, trustee second ward; Isidro six months later
rg all modern conveniences, including
Looty's mate ar"Every business manager must be
"This importation," said the officer,
191
and a woman was the most active Archuleta, trustee third ward; Salo- rived from China, and
electric light, steam heat and baths,
the breeding of finally, "does not seem to be provided responsible for the amount and class A. M. on the 1Mb day of April,
worker in behalf of candidates pledg- mon Ase. trustee fourth ward.
or as soon thereafter as counsel may Jin the First National Bank building.
The this species of dog became a diversion for under
the statutes. We shall have of advertising which suits his busi
ed to a change of teachers. The fight was centered upon the candi- In fashionable
be heard, ask the Court to approve Apply to F. M. Jones.
ness
not
and
is
This
best.
society.
locality
to
our
usual rule in such cases,
follow
said
leadqr of the new deal faction had dates for town marshal. Former
account, absolutely, and that ex
an
Not many years ago a number of and class it with the highest-taxeand
task
always
easy
you nearly
a good horse and buggy at her dis- Probate Judge Manuel Martinez was ladies
got together material for a dog article of the kind that it seems to always have to feel your way to the ceptions to the approval of said acVisible Typewriter
posal and went in to win, and did it t elected over his opponent, Miguel Ro- - shew and called it an "Association of
same are to be heard by Oliver
belong to. I shall classify your Pha- mon effective method in starting and count, if the
66 to 35.
mero, by the reduced majority of S9. the Dogs From the Palace of Peking." raoh as a dried fish."
building a new business or resurrect the Court, shall be made in writing For sale
cheap. Perfect condiI Luis
E. Armijo
Denietrio Looty, who had long since passed to
defeated
and seeify the particular item or
ing an old one.
Torrance County School Districts.
Perez for clerk by the majority of the future good or evil place for dogs,
"We began by carrying a small items in said account to which objec- tion and does splendid writing.
C. R. Greenfield
was
192 votes.
was represented by a very numerous ARRANGING
THE ICE CHEST space in our local papers. Then we tion is made, and shall be filed with Could ship on approval and trial.
placed stationary ads on every road the Clerk of the District Court where- Write to CMAS. W. RICKART
progeny. From Looty, Indeed, all Chinese dogs known to Europe and Amer- New York Grocers Now Send an Ex- leading into our town as far out as in said cause is pending, on or before Rosedale, Kansas.
ARIZONA LEGISLATORS
we deemed it necessary. We secured the llllh
ica are descended. Harper's Weekly.
pert to Show Young Housewives
day of April, 1912.
TYPEWR.TERS.
REPUDIATE REFERENDUM. FIGSES AND THORNS
all the space we could on barns and
How It Should Be Done.
CHARLES C. MURRAY.
billboards, bought signs ready painted Receiver of the New Mexico Central Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev
Democratic
platens furnished. Ribbons and supIN ADVERTISING COOKED EGGS ON FLATIR0N
Statesmen Forget All
"Even grocers are taking a hand in and covered the ground perfectly in
Kailroad Company.
About It When Fate of the
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
the education of young housewives," this way. Then I furnished a basket
a"J rented. Standard makes handled
ball team their uniforms with my
Saloons Is at Stake.
With
Gas
the
Stove
Frozen
New
woman.
said
"I
the
did
Up,
my
WM.
C.
FREEMAN.
pretty
Ey
All repair work and typewrite.-guar
Yorker Proved Himself Equal
first marketing last week. The grocer ad on them and managed the team
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E
to the Emergency.
knew I was green. When I had fin- myself. This introduced me and my
I don't know whether 1 ever before
Phoenix, Arizona, April 3 The
business in all the neighboring town
change. Phone 2.11.
ished buying he said:
passage o. the Worsley liquor bill quoted the following poem from Franfc
The prolonged cold spell this win" 'Now, do you know how to arrange the return games bringing the visitMASONIC.
over the governor's signature means Stanton's pen for the purpose of makNOTICE FCR PUBLICATION.
Montezuma
Lodgi
the parting of the ways between the ing an advertising application, but ter sharpened the wits of many per- things in your icebox to the best ad- ing teams into my place of business
for everything
of the Interior
needed. This
who never before had any idea
Department
& A. iS
F.
No.
1,
they
V
l
and the radical Demo- whether I have or not it Is worth sons
vantage?'
of the uses to which
of
field being covered, I beVnited
the
Stater Land Office.
part
comraun
could
I
I
"I
was
said
He
afraid
didn't.
electricity
in
Regular
crats
this state. It means also a printing again:
be put. When the gas gave out in called a young man from the rear of gan to increase my space in the loSanta Fe, N. M., March 4, 1912.
cation first Monda
"This old world we're livin' in
break between Governor Hunt nd the
cal papers, making yearly contracts
Notice is hereby given that the
cooking stoves owing to the pipes be- the store.
of each month a
Is mighty hard to beat,
most influential forces in his party.
and page ads. I conwing-named
ing frozen as it did in hundreds of
s.
" 'James,' he said, 'when you deliver for
claimant has filed noMasonic - Hall
We get a thorn with every rose
That it also means the absolute repuhouses there was a rush for electric this
tracted for attractive cuts to help the
of his intention to make fkial
tice
7.30.
roses
sweet?"
But
ain't
w
the
ill
of
basket
show
the
you
things
diation of the referendum principle,
looks of ads. We handle many adWe are living in a wonderful busi- cooking utensils.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
proof in support of his claim under
lady the most economical arrangement vertised brands of
to sustain which the faith of the party
But
sometimes
wearing apparel CHAS. E. LiNNETf. Secretary.
the
arose
offers
ness
sections Ifi and 17 of the act of
The
United
emergency
States
of her refrigerator?'
age.
has been pledged, goes without saying.
and take all the advertising material
when it was not possible to buy such
deMarch 3, 1891 (20 Stats., 854), as
"Fifteen minutes later
In sporting parlance, Governor Hunt greater opportunities for business
things in time. One such case oc- James was turning my ice clust up- they will give us never let any go
Santa Fe Chapter Ni amended by the act of February 21,
seems to have been playing both ends velopment than any other country. We
to
waste.
at
curred
breakfast time and left the side down. He made a place for
haven't yet commenced to realize on
ISA:: ( 27 Stats., 470), and that said
1, R. A. M. Regulai
"In fact, we have never limited
against the middle. In his veto mes- our possibilities.
"It is mighty hard family with nothing on which to cook everything, and said it ought to be
convocation s e c o n c proof will be r ade before The Regisour
sage he upheld the referendum clause to beat" us,
to
any certain amount
though, in the develop- eggs. The master of the house knew kept there. The meats, for example, or advertising
Monday of each moatl ter and Receiver at Santa Fe, New
0i the constitution, but at the same ment we have made.
per cent. When any kind of adthey had ,an electric flatiron. He told should always come between the milk
at Masonic Hall s Mexico, on April 1G, 1912, viz: Damian
time he praised the legislators for
them to invert it and cook the eggs and
vertising in my judgment looks good
"We get a thorn with every rose"
and the fruit and salads. and
7:30 p. m.
Montoya, for the tract lying in section
I think it will pay, I take all I
their patriotism in passing the meas- sure enough, for no success is achieved on its polished undersurface, which Whenbutter
he finished my refrigerator held can afford to of it. We seldom
CHAS. A. WHEEL-ON3, T. 17 N., R. 10 E., N. M. P. M.
ure and said furthermore that he was without many a struggle, many a was done without difficulty. Small twice as
let
much as I had been able to
H. P
He names the lollowing witnesses
new that looks good and
in hearty sympathy with the object of pricking of the thorn of disappoint- pancakes and toast were cooked in
ARTHUR
get into it. Another wondrous phase anything
SELIGMAN.
Secretary.
to prove his actual continuous
adwithout
reasonable
a trial. We
pass
the same way.
the bill itself. The object of the bill ment and discouragement.
of the situation was that James reverse possession of said tract for
make our local papers the backbone
is to prevent the lapsing of some
Another resourceful man used a fused a tip.
The advertiser, just beginning the
Santa Fe Commander: twenty years next preceding the surbranching out
liquor licenses in Benson, Tucson and advertiser, old in the business both flatiron to thaw out a frozen radia" 'We make a point,' he said, 'of of our advertising,
No. 1, K. T. Regula
from
we
that
think
whenever
it
will
vey of the township, viz: Rafael Mon.
didn't
while
Vail.
pay; tor,
yet another, in order to make showing customers the proper arrangesay, "That advertisement
conclave fourth Mob toya, Bernardo
We
back
our
ads
with
pay.
up
his
goods
Francisco
Romer",
radiator more efficient and stir up ment of an ice chest.'" New York
Another important action was the it lost me money." That's the thorn
day in each month a Montoya, Luis Ramirez, all of Santa
to the letter and never allow a cusadvertisin
the
often
a
in
It
air
an
stagnant
pricking.
room,
pricks
placed
Press.
Masonic. Hall at 7:S Fe N. M.
practical killing of the prison reform
tomer to go away dissatisfied if we
electric fan on the floor and directbill by the House Committee on pub- ing; don't forget that.
p. m.
know it. My help is carefully inThe merchandise you offer looks ed a blast of air against the radiator.
Any person who desires to protest
W. H. KENNEDY, E- C.
lic, institutions. This is en administrastructed regarding the ads and prices
to you you think you have se- The effect of this was to raise the
Gaelic Alphabet.
the allowance of said proof,
good
against
W.
E.
to
Recorder.
drawn
tion mesaure,
meet the per- lected stocks wisely you think you temperature of the room 25
GRIFFIN,
or who knows of any substantial reaMen familiar with the Gaelic tongue quoted so they make no mistake or
degrees
sonal views of Governor Hunt. The have manufactured
that in half an hour.
something
tell us that the alphabet of that an offend a customer. We keep the best
Bill placed the entire control of prisSanta Fe ixidge o: son under the laws and regulations ot
will jump at.
cient language is the most curious of help and the best goods we can find.
people
No. 1. 14U the Interior Department "why such
Perfection
oners and the penal institutions in his
motto
is:
Never
"Our
a
advertise
The old world looks pretty good to
all alphabets, in that nearly every letAncient
and Ac proof should not be allowed will be
Her
do.
we
also
as
degree.
cannot
Reward.
hands, tl
bringing
prisoners, you you are content with your merter is represented by a tree. The al- thing
Scottish
"No merchant would think of try
Rite oi given an opportunity at the
The cook for a
General Jose de la , prison inspector. chandise and yourself you think that
cepted
Seattle phabet of today comprises eighteen
time and place to
Free Masonry mee's or
The committee this morning voted "it is mighty hard to beat" you.
family left, and no other could be ob- letters; ancient Gaelic had seventeen. ing to do business without a sign and
the witnesses of said claimant,
tained, so the lady of the house did Now, as of old, all the letters with most merchants get extra business the third Monday of each montl
You reach out with a beautiful adfor an adverse report.
to offer evidence in rebuttal jt
That will fetch them, the cooking herself, with such satis- the exception of g, t and u, which from show windows. A sign In the at 7:30 o'clock In the evening tt and
vertisement.
Drastic Insurance Law.
submitted by claimant.
that
is
week
Masonic
ot
worth
side
have
south
Plaza
You pick the roses you
while;
Hall,
factory results that, after a month, stand for ivy, furze and heather, are press every
The most important of the late bills you say.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
both sign and show window value can Visiting Fotish Rite Masons are cor
are there, her husband gave her a beautiful set called after trees.
They
mentally
pictured!
introduced this forenoon relates to inbe obtained at no extra expense by dially invited to attend.
ail right enough, but before you get of sables as a token of his appreciaThe Gaelic a b c now runs: Ailm,
surance mateers. The bill comprises
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the ad frequently."
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
through picking them, how many tion of the good dinners he had
beite, coll, dur, eagh, fearn, gath, changing
features of the Wiseonson law and times have things gone wrong how
Venerable Master
hualh,
luis,
nuin,
muin,
oiv,
iogh,
the Texas Robertson law. It provides many thorns nipped you?
C. J. N. Pecos Forest
Of course the neighbors soon heard
03974.
PUBLICITY FUND HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
peith, ruis, suil, teine, ur, which is CALGARY'S
for an investment of a large percenof the Interior
If one gives up because of the thorns of this, and when the cook left in anDepartment
hato
Secretary.
equivalent
saying: Elm, birch,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
tage of the premiums of all foreign in business. If he does not keep on other equally
family the zel, oak, aspen, alder, ivy, whitehorn, Citizens Raise Sum of $100,575 In
companies in Arizona and throws going after the roses how will he lady of that house said to her husMarch 13, 191i.
Thirty-SiHours to Advertise
o.
e.
or
rowan
p.
yew,
vine,
quicken,
ash,
many restrictions around those which ever realize Mr. Stanton's words, "But band:
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Santa Fe Lodge Nc
City.
elder,
willow,
pine,
furze,
do business in this state.
ain't the roses sweet?"
"Well, the cook has gone and I'm heath. In the ancient Gaelic alpha460, B. P. O. E. holdi Garcia, of Rowe, New Mexico, who,
t
bills were inYou bet they are.
The business men of Calgary, ATwo more
not going to bother to get another. bet the letter h (the huath, or white-horn- )
Its regular session oi oh March 4, 1907, made homestead enunseem
a
that
in
The advertisements
troduced.
I'm going to do the cookine mvself.
campaign lasting thirty-sidoes not exist. The alphabet lberta,
the second and fourtl try No. 107S5 (03974), for Lots 1, 2,
but If you deary. You heard what Mr.
is called the
The Blighton investigation is still successful are the thorns,
because hours, raised $100,575 for a publicity
SE
Section 27,
Wednesday of eacl Sec. 34, S
on
pick- gave his wife when she did the cookon, everlastingly keep
fund, every dollar of which will be
1, n, and not a, b, c, are its first
b,
up in the air. Blighton was not at the keep
month. Visiting broth township 1CN., range 13E., N. M. P.
to
can
of
say
then
a
under
direction
and
the
you
pubspent
picking,
ing
ing?"
three letters.
era are invitee an; meridian, has filed notice of intencapitol today and the committee had
licity expert In advertising Calgary
yourself, "Ain't the successful adverAnd, putting her arms round his
welcome.
r
tion to make final
nothing to report.
and
proof, to
tisements
though?"
good,
tributary territory.
she cooed: "What shall I get
Income Tax Ratified.
CARL
A. BISHOP.
establish
claim to the land above decan always put neck,
a
that
is
No
concrete
firm
of
lives
of
Calgary
example
Question
Seeing.
for
a
my
J.
cooking?"
D. SENA,
The legislature yesterday passed
Exalted Rulei scribed, before the register and re
out a pulling ad., but if it puts out
advertising will do.
Lady Gregory was discussing, in an what
"Woman," said her husband, pushresolution ratifying the income tax
Secretary.
1901 it had a population of 4,901.
of them, they will bring more
In
ceiver, Vnited States land office, at
enough
interview
New
in
her
Irish
York,
ing her away, "you will get a long,
amendment to the federal constitution. roses than thorns.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 20th
In 1906 its population had increased to
and their Irish plays.
Players
black
veil!"
the
had
Post
measure
Saturday
passed
Evening
The
already
da- - of April, 1912.
F. W. FARMER
"Some people, It is evident," she 11,976, and in 1908 to more than
House.
Homester.d No
Claimant names as witnesses:
said, "don't like our plays. Others 20,000. Last year' its population exTURN TO PAPERS
and this year It claims
In the House an equal suffrage CHURCHES
In the Profesh.
Cleofes Garcia, Pedro Garcia, An2879.
again, think that the plays of John M. ceeded 40,000
constitution
state
with
60.000
the
That
is
probably 50,000.
amendment td
A negress, very fat and well along Synge and W. B. Yeats are works of
Brotherhood
ot dres Ruiz, Justo Ruiz, all of Rowe,
a
Denominations
of
Action
Religious
overan
was recommended to pass by
in years, sauntered into the lobby of a art beautiful works of art. It is a what advertising has done for Calgary.
New Mexico.
American Yeome
Striking Tribute to Efficacy
Admirably situated it undoubtedly Is;
whelming majority of the tnembers,
Meets
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Secoa
Broadway theater the other day and matter of eyesight.
of
Advertising.
city, it probably
asked for the manager.
"It is like the two gentlemen on destined to Isbenoa great
and Fourth
sitting in committee of the whole. The
Register.
more
situit
but
action
admirably
Is;
adverse
took
same committee
"What can I do for you, mammy?" the American liner who fell into conto the effiFlremaa'i
tribute
is
a
It
days,
striking
nor
are
than
its
abolibetter,
prospects
asked tie manager.
versation. One complained about the ated,
upon a measure proposing the
Hall. H. Foremai
cacy of newspaper advertising that
TIME TABLE ALL
"I want a ticket into the gallery, monotony of his home, at Kilkee, In many American cities that have not
tion of capital punishment.
E. P. Robinson
one after another great forms of inA,
like
its
showing.
boss," she replied calmly.
Clare. But the other, knowing made anything
Another "Emergency Measure."
seCounty
to
seek
which
Cor.
F
or
bee.
Fred
LOCAL TRAINS
thought
dustry
"But why should I give you a tick- the wondrous beauty of Kilkee, with
An extremely funny situation has cure the widest publicity turn to it
AlarlQ.
Its
and
Product
The
Exploitation.
clause
on
the wild Atlantic surges beating
developed on the emergency
The following arc the time tables
as the ideal medium in securing the et?"
"It often happens," ssys the Mahin
coast with sublime
"Cos I'm a retired actress."
its rugged
o.uestion. Last week H. A. Davis, one attention of those they aim to reach.
it
tie local railroads:
is
the
"that
Fe
Messenger,
Santa
advertising
"You? What did you do?" inquir- grandeur, said:
of the senators from this county who, This holds true, says the Philadelphia
better than the goods which, of
13514, M. W. A.
monotonous
but
be
what
ed
Wood,
In
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"Tt
Senator
other
amusement.
may
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wares
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Record, of those who have
"A. T. & 6. P. Ry."
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so
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for Miss
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"
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It Is not strange, therefore,
a matter of fact, the sewer had been
are far more numerous in which the
Leave Santa Fe at S:30 p. m. to
Tsl An, the late empress of China,
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"This Is all so sadden, Mr. Samp- The manufacturer
in their model of the gentler virtues, and yet
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there Is a story to the effect that son," she said, with maidenly re- .'Igidly maintains a high standard for
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work.
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official group planning to spend
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What

SAXTA.

kind of a meal would twelve

The Home of Quality Groceries

'Phones

is here and we wish
lic to know that we

With Ours!
93

On Disagreeable Days and

Wash Days,
Simply Call Phone 4, And Lo!
And Behold! Your
Order of Quality Groceries
Arrives At
Your Door On Schedule Time!

MEATS,

229 West San Francisco St.
that will please at the New
Meals
THE GAILY BOIIfiD UP.
State. Service good.
Armijo Changed His Name Felipe
Armijo was given permission in dis
trict court at Albuquerque yesterday
WEATHER FORECAST.
to change his name to Felipe C. Mon- 5.
Denver, Colo., April
toya.
Generally fair, except local
All Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric
rain in north portion tonight or
brought Into the office will
Laundry
in
north
Saturday; warmer
be redeemed at 10c doz.
central portion tonight.
s
Two
Arrested The
second man to be arrested this week
for wife beating at Albuquerque, is
SPRING HOUSE CLEANING TIME
Luis Ariolo who was thrown into jail

$$$XSS$$XX$X$S$$

Connect Directly

FISH, POULTRY.

the pubare preCorn meal, of course!
pared to relieve you of the
hard work and inconvenience
There May Be
of washing your fine woolen
GREATER HARDSHIPS blankets, Navajo and Indian
rugs, also the cleaning and
Than To Be Obliged To Go Without
stretching of your lace and
which are
Good Wholesome Meat other
handled by a special process
that enables us to return
For Even One Meal
them to you in a perfectly
But We Can't Think of Any clean, sterile condition. Our
work on everything is fully
Just Utt Hand.
guaranteed. SANTA F E
DON'T DO IT! LAUNDRY CO.
It Isn't Necessary

!

!

Plaza Market Co.
Phone 92.

auto livery.
Hand painted
Easter cards
Sachet Folders at Goebel's.

Nice Packing House Spring lamb
and mutton at the Plaza Market Co.
For a Strengthening, nutritious
spring tonic, take Beef Iron and Wine
Zook's.
The Ten Cent Store will soon open

Everything in Vegetables.

Victor B

Our New Baker Makes tlieBes Bread Yel
Phone

F. ANDREWS

4.

Ball

GOODS

Phone 4

Housework
Drudgery
Sfhmshes,
hS,T.rk

!

Jrudery ?r tbe sk woraan- day attending to the meny details

dusts and scrubs, or
on
o! the household, her back aching, ber temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of
pain, possibly dizzv
teelings. boroetimes rest in bed is not refresiiinsi, because the poor tired
nerves do
,ref:.esh'n. SP- - Jhe real cacj of weak, ncrvou,
T?r
omen is satisfied
s
fierce
Favorite Prescription, and as Mrs. Brings and otners
by
testify:
uS

U

it Makes Weak Women Strong arid Sick Women Wall.
leiSlsnfta"mJirJYes "e ca'"e of women's weaknesses,

Wife-Beater-

jus

06 1S Perfect'y willing to let everyone know what
urc
favorite Prescription" contains, a complete list of

on the
r.
Do not let any druggist
persuade you that his unknown composition is "just as good"
in order that he may make a bigger
profit.
Ohio1
uI5IGOS- ?f K9
St..Delphos,
taken
"ayins?
'Favorite Proscription
your
f, r
0f
and constipation with
di"ise
,nt!nul
1 w'na illmost ""lIe to do
,Srforfmv'hlht n
??fe
?avin' mt there are no remedies
!f
Favorit Prescription and
1 am mw
hr.' hh ImIi
enjoying the best of
thank
Dr. P.orco for his wonderful
Vi
medicines
winch 'i. , done me a world of good."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Peiiets regulate liver and bowels.
bottle-v.-mope-

yesterday.
Easter comes but once a year, why
not get the best meat for dinner, at
l
the Plaza Market Co.
Tularosa Bank Receiver Makes Distribution The receiver of the Tularosa bank has decided to make a discents on the
tribution of twenty-fiv- e

iriTj"

-

1

wm-?.,- ,'

ttrA1'1
-

Mrs. Briggs.

dollar to depositors.
FOR SALE Foot and billiard hall
with six. tables pays well. Must be
sold at once Price $1300. O. C. Wat-- j
son Co.
Good
Friday Good Friday was
generally observed by the Catholics
and Episcopalians
today. In many
countries, it is regarded as the most
sciemn holiday of the year.
REWARD for address or informa
tion of MRS. ROSS McMILLAX, formerly of Antonito, Colo., later of Santa
Fe or Albuquerque.
Address "East"
and

Call No. 9 for

We Sell the Best of Meat

FRIDAY, APRIli 5, 1912.

at

ears of sweet corn make?

All

FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N. H.

shaft drawing Dios with it. The body-wa-s Rite Masons held their annual Maun-jd- y
horribly mangled.
Thursday services last night at
Ride in E. M. F. car and be sure to the Scottish Rite Temple. There was
a good attendance of the local memget back.
Three Arrests By Las Vegas Police bers and visiting brethren who are
t Las Vegas yesterday, Anastacio members of the
legislature. Judge
Fiores was arrested for drunkenness Edward A. Mann, Isaac Barth, Franbesides the sentence imposed
he cis Wilson and C. A. Wheelon answermust serve out a suspended sentence ed to the various obligatory toasts.
if ten days.
After the services the usual lunch
Walter Z. Lent was
for drunkenness and John was served and a general good time
Geary, a healthseeker, for vagrancy, enjoyed.
and was given ten days on the chain
Fred Hogle Passes Examination
ing.
Fred Hogle. son of Mrs. A. P. Hogle,
No Cold Meals served at the New received word
today that he hid
State.
Everything as jou want it. passed the civil service examinations
Have you tried them.
for the U. S. Geological Survey Servj

d

care this office.
The Women Voted At the school
election at Corona, Lincoln county,
the women surprised the men by turn

ing out en masse to vote and electing
Porter by 58 voles over A. M.i
Brown who received 19 votes.
For Torpid Liver, sleeplessness,
try
muddy or sallow
complexion,
Zook's liver pills.
Good Roads Legislative Committee
The Good Roads Association yester-- j
day before adjourning, named Nation-- i
al Committeeman Solomon Luna, Col-;- '
onel R. E. Twitchell, E. H. Brown and
Colonel D. K. B. Sellers a legislative!
j
committee.
You can get some fine roasts for
Sunday dinner out of the Best Pack- ing House meat, at the Plaza Market

j

M. C.

Clayton Has Disastrous

Fire

A

fire ice.

originating in a building owned by
Want Ad
Result A little
Representative O. T. Toombs at Clay- want ad for aBrings o
lost spectacles
pair
ton, Union county, spread to the adthree pair of glasses to the
joining tailoring shop of X. F. Galle-gos- , brought
to El Fenix Publishing Company Xew Mexican and the fourth, the right
to the owner.
building and to a house of Mrs. Biler. pair,
Pecos
The total loss is $10,000. The heavValley
Presbytery The
iest loser was Toombs whose entire Pecos Valley Presbytery, in session
law library was destroyed.
at Roswell the past three days, adA nice young
turkey, duck or hen. journed this afternoon. J. C. Turner
would be nice for Sunday dinner. We of Roswell was eltced moderator, and
have plenty of them.
The Plaza Charles R. Carver of Fort Sumner,
Market Co.
clerk.
Arrests at El Paso Edttardo HerPlate Glass Front The work oE
Co.
nandez and Francisco Valdea were ara plate glass front in the store'
putting
Fatally III After Taking Drink1 rested at El Paso on the charge of of J. H. Gerdes, corner of San Fran
John J. Snyder, proprietor of the having stolen several pounds of scrap Cisco street and Don Gaspar avenue,
Stage Bar at El Paso, became fatally iron. The grand jury indicted Mar- is almost completed.
ill after taking a drink at a saloon on shall and Ida Jackson for the murder
Mansion
Terracing Executive
his way home from East El Paso and of John Robinson, Culio Pacheco for
Grounds
Convicts are busy filling up
and
Pedro Ortega for burgdied soon afterwards.
He was an robbery
Mansion
Elk and leaves a wife.
lary. Jose Moreno was sentenced to and terracing the Executive
Grounds down to the river wall. The
the
two
for
for
Rooms
Rent
years
Furnished
penitentiary
for
Elegantly
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- theft and A. Alecki Muji for burglary. dirt for the purpose is being hauled
How About Purifying your blood out of the river bed.
ing all modern conveniences, includ-You Never Get Tired crowing of a
ing electric light, steam heat andj and cleaning your system with Zook's
of good thing and so you will always
baths, in the First National Bank sarsaparilla, a tonic medicine
find good meat pointers in the adgreat value.
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Scottish Rite Masons.. The Scottish vertisement of the Plaza Market.
Met Serious Accident at Artesia
William Bond at Artesia. Eddy conn-- :
ty, while unhitching a team of horses
was caught in the hook of the doubletree as the horses started to run
away and was dragged a long distance. He suffered internal injuries
that may prove fatal.
NOW AT THE
Plunged to His Death Juan Dios,
j

j

J

i

j

il

L

We Are

SPITZ.

1
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Line of
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YCUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
ery

jr.

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

th.-icil or cleaiiinsr lonp-eany other piece of "machinbui it needs both occasion-

ally.
c
If yon will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over rifteen
miles a day, you will not
snidge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tmce a year.
It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.
y
your watch with u.i

i

FOR
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GOODS

Easter Plants

Santa Fe Hardware)

" Time Pieces That

and Supply Co.

Are

Reliable."
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aged 115 years, plunged eighty-fiv- e
feet to his death at the Deadwood
mine at Mogollon, leaving a wife and
eight children. He was pushing a car
of ore toward a shaft which had been
left open. The car fell down the

Clarendon 6arden
Down Town Stand

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

Phone Black 12.

COME! COME! COME! COME! COME'
We Are Kea dy

for Your Inspection

That every woman must appear in a NEW SUIT or DRESS on
THE RULE Easter
Sunday is becoming more firmly established each year.
By that allow us to call your attention to our

i

Line of Suits and Dresses

Up-to-da- te

We have purchased the very best that is in the market, and we are
showing a large assortment, the like of which has never been shown in any other
store in the history of Santa Fe.
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so we may meet you face to face and so you may EXAMINE THE
UAKivifciNI

and judge tor yourself as to quality, style and price.
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This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner
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Clothes
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